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CHAPTER XII.

SECONDARY SEVENTHS.

110. When a chord of the seventh occurs on any degree
of the scale other than the dominant, it is called a secondary
seventh.* All chords of the seventh are named after the rooi

upon which they are constructed. The most important of the

secondary sevenths is that formed on the supertonic, the super-

tonic seventh.

C ma
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note occur in a secondary seventh, it is treated according to the

position it occupies in the chord ; unlike the progression of this

note in V7, it rarely rises to the tonic. Speaking generally, it

may be said that neither the third nor the fifth, nor indeed the

root unless it is in the bass, should move disjunctly to the chord

of resolution. No one note in particular in these chords is best

in the treble; although the most convenient form for II7, as a

general rule, is with the seventh in the treble, the fifth omitted

and the root doubled.

Modern composers frequently introduce these chords with the

seventh not prepared ; students however, are strongly advised to follow

the rules here given.

112. Secondary sevenths proceed naturally by roots rising

a fourth orfalling a fifth; II7, therefore, resolves on V or V7.

The chord of preparation must contain the note which is

about to become the seventh, as either the root, the third or the

fifth of the chord. The following examples illustrate the use of

,117 in the key of C major.

(") (/')
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The progressions at a and b (above) may be transcribed to

the key of C minor, by employing the proper key signature, and

by inserting a natural before the note B, each time it occurs.

II07 is sometimes employed in the major mode, in which

case it must be regarded as a chromatic chord, that is to say, a

chord containing one or more notes which do not form part of

the diatonic scale of the key. The fifth in this chord (II07),

being diminished, must he resolved, as well as the seventh.

113. The dominant sequence, § 53, is frequently varied

by the employment of chords of the seventh, as at a, where it

will be seen

—

that the third of each chord becomes the note of preparation

for the succeeding seventh which duly resolves by

descending one degree in the following chord;

that each alternate chord (as a rule, when the seventh is in

the treble) is incomplete, the fifth being omitted and the

root doubled ; and

that in proceeding from a chord of the seventh, the upper

parts in no case move disjunct/y ; each note either

is repeated or falls a second, except the leading-note

alone, which rises to the tonic.

r r I II I

a I I

-51- -'5^

-^- - :(2--_r_i_— t^

t" 7 f 7 1 7
''

1V7 1107 1117 VI7 n? ^'7

The dominant sequence may also be varied by the employ-

ment of a chord of the seventh on each alternate bass note, as

at b and c.
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114. Secondary sevenths have three inversions, the

figuring of which is the same as that employed for the inver-

sions of V7. Of these, the first and third inversions, a and by

are of frequent occurrence, but Httle use, comparatively speaking,

is made of the second inversion, c. The inversions of II7, in

the key of C, are shown in the following example, the chord of

resolution being V or V7, the same as when II7 is in root

position.

-J

—

\-

"i—r-

-I—r-

4 6

2 5
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^'l^izz^z^t—a—^—E !

4 7

3

The above progressions are equally available in the minor

mode. The effect of the second inversion is generally better

when the bass-note is prepared.

115. The first inversion of II7 requires special considera-

tion, for this chord is apparently exactly the same as the chord

generally known as the » Added sixth '

; the notes of these

chords are indeed identically the same, the roots, however, are

different, while the di.ssonant note in either chord is consonant

in the other; by the chord of resolution alone, therefore, can

these chords be distinguished.

The chord of the ' added sixth '—symbol IV + 6 (or simply

IVe) in the major mode, and IV-6 in the minor— is formed on

the siibdomifiant, and consists of a triad on that note, to which,

as the name implies, a sixth is added ; the sixth is therefore the

dissonant note, but unlike fundamental discords, this note is

more or less free, though it usually resolves by ascending one

degree. The fifth in the ' added sixth ' is, of course, a conso-

nant note, being the fifth of the root, but in Ily^ the fifth is the

dissonant note, being the seventh of the root. The ' added

sixth' naturally resolves on to the tonic chord, as at a, and the

progression may be regarded as a variation of the plagal

cadence; this progression, if the supertonic were the root, would

be bad. At b the ' added sixth ' resolves on P. At c, the same

chord is treated as II7', and therefore resolves on V, forming

an imperfect cadence ; this is simply another position of the

progression at a, § 114.
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II7', however, frequently resolves on to a cadential six-

four, as at //, especially when II in the treble rises to III; the

resolution of the seventh, in this case, is necessarily deferred

until the following chord.

6 6 6 6 (i 6 7
5 5 5 5 4 3

The above passage may be transcribed to C minor, the

'added' sixth (like II7) being freely employed in both modes.

A chord of the ' added sixth ' occurs also on the tonic of

the major mode, but not on the tonic of the minor; this and
other chords of a similar character, chords formed by the use

of auxiliary notes, will be considered, in due course, in a later

chapter.

116. The chords in the sequential passage of sevenths at

a, § 113, may be inverted as shown in the following examples.

It will now be seen that each chord of the seventh is complete,

and that the bass, as well as the upper parts, proceeds by
conjunct movement only.

1 I

I
|

(«)
I

_^ '_
I

• ;^;
-&- ^ ^ !

I
I I

4 7 4 7 4
3 3 3
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==^eL-^e^?^'

<c^_ 'i^- -«&—

I

:z?zzpr:

4

2 5

,S2^-^ --(S2_—-^^^t—P'JZI

The passages at b and ^,§113. may also be inverted in a

similar manner.

I
-
7 Secondary sevenths, unlike dominant sevenths, do not

determine keys. The chord at a, in the following example,

(„) (ft) (') ^(^^)__

F

—

g?

—

-^i= — *;^-

is not only 17 .n C, i. .s also IV7 ,n G, and VI
7

in E minor;
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while the chord at /', besides being II7 in C, is also III7 in B
flat, VI7 in F, and IV7 in A minor. Whereas, if the above

chords are converted into dominant sevenths, by flattening the

B in the first, and by sharpening the Y in the second, as at c and

d, the keys of F and G respectively, major or minor as desired.

are at once and alone established.

When a secondary .seventh is chromatically changed, a»

from a to c, or from b to d, in the above example, it does not,

however, necessarily induce a modulation, in which case it is, of

course, a chromatic chord, and is called a primary seventh.

Primary sevenths will be considered in a later chapter, under

chromatic chords.

118. In harmonizing unfigured basses and melodies,

secondary sevenths may, speaking generally, be freely introduced

when the seventh can be properly prepared and resolved

;

II7 being especially effective as a pre-cadential chord, that is to

say, the chord which precedes the perfect cadence.

When two or more notes occur in a descending scale

passage, as at «, chords of the seventh may often be introduced

by employing two chords for each note, as at b and c.

._j— ,

—

-^ _i_

^ C —G>
I

4 4__\_ •_^_ -<g--
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In other respects the tables given on pages 78 and 80 may
be followed; while the harmonic progressions which have been

given in the chapters on the common chord and its inversions

will still and always remain 'the basis upon which melodies, in

whatever voice or part they may occur, should, as a general

rule, be harmonized.

SUMMARY.

§ no. Secondary sevenths generally.

The most important being the supertonic sevenths, II7 and
II07.

§111. The treatment of the seventh.

It not only resolves by falling one degree, but it must also

be prepared.

§ 1 12. Root progressions.

Rising a fourth or falling a fifth.

§ 113. The dominant sequence.

The third in each chord prepares the seventh in the next.

§ 114. The three inversions.

6 4 4
The - and ., of common occurrence, the ., rarely employed.

§ 115. The 'Added sixth.'

It resembles 117^ but resolves upon I or Ii instead of V.

§ 116. Sequences of inverted chords of the seventh.

Xo disjunct movement; all parts either repeat or fall a
second.

§ 117. Primary sevenths other than V7.

Chromatic chords, most frequently found on I and II.

§ 1 18. Unfijured basses and melodies.

Secondary sevenths may be freely employed provided the

seventh is prepared and resolved.
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EXERCISES.

I.

I. Name the three major keys to which each of the follow-

ing chords belongs, and give the symbol for each chord.

60
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Add treble, alto and tenor parts to the following basses.

6 7 ^7

1^ ^i^ztE JL? ^Zj=E

6 t"
7~

:i-m

6 7 7

i^S S-?--i=§=f zz:-' - f
=«'—̂ zlziEri^izi- pE^E^rt

res'.:

7 7

-,51—1

7 7 7 7

_ --gg

7

-g?~l— -

6 87
5

4 6

2 5

4 6"6 4 6

2

6 6 3
5

4 6

2

10.

7 6 fl
G 7 7

t;

(CotiHnued on next pageJ.
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10.— Conthiued.—

^Sj-S—-

—

^-^m—P—;— 1—

F

1-

l£7-g—* ] H —

p

'
* ^~F~

21.

-(S'-T

5-43-2
6-4

5 2

~6~
- 4

5 2

6-4
5 2

14. Continue the following passages as sequences

secondary sevenths.

of

tM t ^-'^-

<9— \-—Gt —ri—

L_-Ti^ ft —

(

1 —*
.
_^_rr—^.

r
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—tz—

I

—«— ^'

~t:=t:
4 7

3

»j

I

-19-

:£_-

4~

3

Clothe the following blank rhythms with harmony, employ-

ing the chords indicated by the symbols.

In the key of F.

15.^

(5>-(&-|-<5-i&— -«--(&— —G>—\ & iS'--(&- (&— (&

I II 117 V7 I IV» 12 V YI 117 V7 I 117^ V87 I

In the key of E minor.
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Harmonize the following unfigured basses, introducing

secondary sevenths.

19.

^:-|-2—(2—-^—T-^--^—F—<s2—P-F^s"—:z!ziE:
-gi-

'i^—e>—^—[-—3

—

'^
\

"

20.

B3i=f?:zs=1i F--_-,--=q-F=^=d=q:X-
t-*: ^E^E^^^^^^^~^-^

21. .—

.

22.

t:-f=t:=t=i:

23.

_l=:

-n 1 S>
:z^=2i :=iz^ W-^- F—t=_6,_trsf^y;

24.

:zid:—6*- :zir^

-^—?=(—•- F— I—

*

b—^.
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Harmonize the following melodies, introducing secondary

* sevenths.

25.

:,,-_==p=d:.d—g'-F—^ '^~L~'^~u
-'^~\~^'^'\ g'~i~

26.

:5^.-^2;S3_^-t=aT33i:ti=3=-i^2z:^E=E « g— I 7^ ?a
- :5EE^

Vfzlz

27.

::s-b=z_::z.zzt

--5 -8a r-q=3

^Ei^^^E^^^'^^^l^i^-^—^l

[^^£E^^'Ml-^h:^^_ES^£^'^ziz-<S>—z^-' (S»-

28.

;f.:2=E=E-F~C-^f=F~''

20.
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30.

fe_&:B:i;:pzgiJ-;zfrPz^zt::*zt:=PzL=Cz:;!rPr;r§g=^

Clothe the following blank rhythms with harmony, intro-

ducing chords of the seventh at the beats marked with an

asterisk.

In B flat.

31

4~
4 I

I
I

I
i 1

I
I !

t I

»

1 1
I

i—«— •— - #—&—•— I—#— •—•—•— !

—

<s*» * ' »**

In B minor.

32.

-0—0-I I

I ^

33. Compose a double chant, or a hymn-tune, in the key

of D flat.

34. Write a short passage, ten or twelve measures of com-

mon time, in the key of G sharp minor.



CHAPTER XIII.

CHOKDS OF THE NINTH.

119. A chord of the ninth is formed by adding yet another

third to a chord of the seventh. The most important chord of

the ninth is that formed on the dominant, and hence called the

dominant ninth ; other chords of the ninth are called sfcondary

ninths. Unlike V7, which never varies in its construction, the

dominant ninth differs according to the mode in which it occurs.

In the major mode {a) the ninth is a major interval, in the

mirjor mode {b) this interval is minor.

a)
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These chords, as they occur in the keys of (c) C major and

(//) C minor, are shown in the following example.

120. It will be seen that the notes of which Vg consists

form a scale passage, being IV, V,

VI and L, of the diatonic scale. —

If these consecutive notes were ^—g— <&—^

sounded simultaneously the efTect

would be harsh in the extreme. In order to avoid this feature

of harshness, two things are necessary, viz.

:

1. The ninth should, in no case, be placed a second above the

root; and

2. The ninth, if placed below the third, should, as a rule and

especially in the major mode, h^ prepared.

12 1. The natural resolution of Vg is to the tonic chord.

The ninth resolves by descending one degree, while the third and

seventh, as in V7, respectively rise and fall one degree.

Vg being a fundamental discord, the ninth does not require

preparation. ^Vhen possible, it is generally best to prepare it;

when not possible, it should as a rule be approached from the

nearest note below.

The natural resolutions of Vg in the key of C, are shown

at a and b ; at <:, the ninth (prepared) occurs below the third;
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at d, e and/, the same progressions are transcribed to the key

of C minor.

U) J (h) _j (_c)

l£«'-=^-i=Er=z?:
-(2-
5* t ^^JLn^Za t .^ U ~<2_^*,T--r-t—

tf;* -tg- i5l -^l -- - -

(s—F"—^'H—'^ -E B-*' ^- E:p3z|:—P-iz:H=:c:=|:=zp--[)-p=z[=--|:— pj
'9 " 9 6 9

7 7 7

W \ (0
,

CO

rF^T

—

si—h ^

—

-(2

-<5' r — ^3 'n d

:z5'-^Ez^;;^iz:n_rc~^:Eiiz:;E)Tzn~(S2~B'*. ~
~

r—^ ti_| ^-c

—

?¥

\ I

9 9 6 9

7 7 7

122. The ninth in V9 is frequently resolved while the other

notes of the chord remain stationary, in which case, however,

the chord ceases to be a true dominant ninth, for, to all intents

and purposes the chord becomes a discord by suspension.

Suspensions will be duly explained in Chapter XV, but

they may be briefly defined in the present connection. The

notes immediately above and below any given note are called

respectively its upper and lower auxiliary notes, and a suspension

is the temporary displacement of a note by one of these auxiliary

notes. The auxiliary or displacing note in a suspension proper

must be heard in the same part in the preceding chord, that is

to say, the suspension must ht prepared, but unprepared suspen-

sions (as they are sometimes called) or accented auxiliary notes

(as they should more properly be called) are also of frequent

occurrence.
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At a, the ninth resolves while the other notes remain

stationary, the chord is thus changed to Vy. and resolves

accordingly; or it may be resolved as at b, the deceptive resolu-

tion of Vy ; at c, this form of resolution is treated as a suspension,

the A being prepared in the preceding chord; while at d, the

A, not being prepared, may be regarded as an accented auxiliary

note, the chord here proceeds to a pedal six-four, followed by

another V9, resolving naturally upon I.

(a)

_i2_

w
_<2 ^

The above progressions are equally available in the key of

C minor.

123. In the following example, in the chord at a—a chord

which is apparently V9— the fifth is present, the third absent,

and the ninth rises one degree in resolution. This chord, how-

ever, is not V9, it is V7 with the third (L) lemporarily displaced

by its lower auxiliary note. The correct figuring in this case

is '~, and not „_, nor
^ _, as might perhaps be supposed, for

the A could with equally good effect appear in the tenor as at

l>, which, if the chord were V9, would be absolutely incorrect.
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The symbol for this chord is V^.

(.i) (*) («) w
T^-n-t-t-^

j^- _:^_ -fi's,'^
--'^

a.
JZ. .s>.

-^zi^—r. n -g~| n~^— F^s^j

7 _ 7 - 9 9

2 3 2 3 7 7

5 5

In modern compositions the third in V7 is sometimes

absolutely displaced, as at c, which is a variation of the progres-

sion at a. The chord at d is another example of the same, but

here the x\ falls, and the chord may be regarded either as V9

with the third omitted, or as V7 with the third absolutely dis-

placed
;
preferably the latter, for the third should not be omitted

from V9, while a displacement is not an omission.

The chords at c and d, in the above example, especially that at c,

must be employed with considerable discretion by the student, and their

use at examinations is certainly not to be recommended.

124. V9 has four inversions ; of these the first {a) and the

third {b) are the most frequently employed ; the second inversion

is rarely, if ever, used, as the presence of the fifth would neces-

sitate the omission of the leading note: the fourth inversion (r)

can only be used when the bass is treated as a suspension.

(«) ^J^) (f)_

I

I I -'O „ -(5'-

7 .4607
6 3 6

5 2 2
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In the minor mode the inversions are equally available,

though, as a matter of fact, they are rarely employed.

In the inversions, just as when the chord is in root position,

the ninth may, if desired, be resolved while the other notes of

the chord remain stationary. The ninth, however, must in no

case be placed a second above the root: and except in the

fourth inversion, it should not appear below the root, nor, unless

it is prepared, should it be placed below the third.

The root of the chord must always be present in the inversions,

otherwise the characteristic interval of the ninth is lost. Many authors

allow the omission of the root in the inversions, in which case a new

chord arises, a chord which will be considered in the succeeding chapter.

125. The example following illustrates some additional

resolutions of this chord. At a, V9 proceeds to a cadential

six-four on the tonic, the six-four, in this case, having the effect

of a double suspension ; at i>, Vg is resolved ornamentally ; at

c, Vg proceeds to its first inversion, but the ninth resolving at

the same time the chord becomes ¥7^
; the stationary resolution

of the ninth, not often used, is shown at ^i an interesting orna-

mental resolution of Vg is shown at <?, where, in the second

chord, the tenor and bass notes have the effect of being passing

notes; the resolution at / is very exceptional, this is the only

case in which, the leading-note being present, the ninth is

allowed to rise; this resolution (/) is occasionally varied, asat^.
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Of the above progressions, a, b, c, d and g may be tran-

scribed to the minor mode; but the progressions at e and /are

rarely used in the minor mode on account of the augmented

second which would result in each case.

1 26. The principal chromatic resolutions of Vg are shown

at a and b, and similar resolutions of V9— are shown at c and d.

The chord of resolution in each case is V7, the roots moving a

perfect fourth or fifth. These chords, it may here be said (see

§ 1 17) are the principal primary sevenths of the key.

(0

9 fe9

7 —
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Ar <r, V9+ is chromatically changed to V9-, after which

it resolves upon 1+ ; the A flat, in this case, may be regarded

as a chromatic passing note.

V9- is often employed as a chromatic chord in the major

mode, but V9+ is not so employed in the minor mode.

127 The best progressions io V9 are from I, I^ and I^ (as

a pedal six-four), II and IP, IV and IV', in the major mode,

and from the same chords, except II, in the minor. Of chords

of the seventh, II7 to V9 is the strongest progression; this

progression is illustrated at a and b, in C major, but it is equally

available in the minor mode. V9 may also be preceded by V
or V7, the efTect, however, can scarcely be regarded as a har-

monic progression.

' 79 r 6 6 9
7 57

128. V9 is rarely employed in cadences, though some-

times employed instead of V7 in the perfect cadence, but even

in this case the ninth is almost invariably treated as a suspension

of the octave; in this connection see also § § 122 and 123.

The most important sequences arising from the use of

V9 are formed by chords, the roots of which move a perfect

fourth or fifth. The (real) sequences at a and b are both formed

by means of the chromatic resolution of V9, that at a being a

variation of the dominant sequence.
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I 29. Secondary seveniiis may be converted inio secondary

ninths by the addition of the ninth of the root, the fifth of the

chord, as in Vg, being omitted. The most important chord in

this class is that on II, see* in the following example; this

chord, II9, like II7, naturally resolves upon V or V7. The

secondary ninth on L, being extremely harsh, is generally

avoided.

The ninth, as well as the seventh, in these chords, should

invariably ht prepared; in other respects secondary ninths are

treated like V9, little use, however, being made of the inversions.

These chords are rarely employed in the minor mode on account

of the augmented second between the sixth and seventh degrees

in the harmonic minor scale.

V9+ and V9-, through theoreticlaly /r/warj' ninths, are

always called dominant ninths. The term primary ninth is alone

employed to designate a chord which has been chromatically

changed from a secondary ninth to a chord having the appearance

of a dominant ninth, but which, like a primary seventh, does not

induce a modulation, and is therefore a chromatic chord.

The following passage exemplifies the use of the two most

important secondary ninths in the key of C, introduced sequen-

tially, and alternating with chords of the seventh.
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._^-_5,_j.__^ J—

I

J '—

I

1:-gzrg=r-,i;zr-^f:

I
I

Si;

130. Chords of the ninth, especially secondary ninths,

offer the composer an opportunity to employ some of the most

discordant combinations in the realm of diatonic harmony.

These chords should, therefore, be used with discretion, for the

effect of a progression does not depend alone upon its correct-

ness, it depends also upon its aptness, which is largely due to a

pleasing contrast in tone-color. The judicious employment of

the dissonant element in music can alone ensure the true appre-

ciation of the consonant element.

In harmonizing unfigured basses and melodies, chords

of the ninth may be introduced whenever their correct prepara-

tion and resolution can be effected. They should not be

introduced at every opportunity, but should be reserved for

occasional use, once, or at the most twice, in a phrase of four

measures, and only then provided that the progressions of the

vocal parts are natural and melodious.
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SUMMARY.

§ 119. Chords of the ninth generally.

The fifth of the chord is usually omitted.

§ 120. The constituent notes of V9 — IV, V, VI and L.

The ninth must not be placed a second above the bass, and
if placed below the third, must be prepared.

§121. The natural resolution ofVg.
Both the ninth and seventh fall, and the third (L) rises.

§ 122. The ninth treated as a suspension.

A frequently employed form of resolution.

§ 123. The chord of the dominant second and seventh.

The second, which in this case is not a ninth, rises to the
third.

,§ 124. The inversions of V9.

7 4
The first, 6, and third, 3, are chiefly used.

5 2

§ 125. Various additional resolutions.

Stationary, ornamental and exceptional treatments of the
ninth.

§ 126. The principal chromatic resolutions.

To primar)' sevenths on I and II.

§127. The best progressions to V9.

From any triad which does not contain L, except VI.

§ 128. V9 in cadences and sequences.

Rarely employed in the former, and in the latter only when
the sequence is real.

§'129. Secondary ninths.

Both ninth and seventh should be prepared. By chromatic
change these chords are frequently converted into

primary ninths.

§ 130. Unfigured basses and melodies.

Chords of the ninth may be introduced whenever their cor-

rect preparation and resolution can be effected.
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EXERCISES.

I.

I. Introduce and resolve the following chords, «nd in each

case figure the bass and give the roots.

fS-H-°tt—

(c) (d) ^ , f>) (fj

25-

-^^^^=
't---

z^-m.^^-^r^^^^^m^^-- y~:z3^zz

(/O (0 0) (/'-) (0

1$=^=

^^=«^^^=p3iii

2. Write and resolve V91 in E; V95 in A flat; Vg' in C
sharp minor; and Vg^ in F minor.

3. Criticise the distribution of the parts m the following

chords.

(^0 (h) (O 00 (e)

f.'

_^_LLa U._4t__g? it—t^—'"''*

(fJ

^^^^^E^^t^E^^^EWiE^^m^l

4. Resolve this chord in at least six different

ways diatoni ally, and in two different ways chro- \

matically.

—

^
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5. Introduce and resolve the secondary ninth on the super-

tonic in the key of A.

6. Write a variation of the dominant sequence, commencing
in the key of E flat, employing primary sevenths and major ninths

and repeating the model at least three times.

Add treble, alto and tenor parts to the following basses.

9 6 9 9 C) 87 ^ '

7 5 7 7 5

iz2:

9

t?7

6 !?9

4 7

3

SliEJ^;
—,—s,—-,

—

3
2

6 9
5 7

-'^—r-F-^—^— F-i ^-E-*E*-j-*iE-d-
9 8 8 7

7 -
8-

£7 5
3 4 3

957
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10
_* _+

S2_fl_g-F-P-g- 1—g—- F-g- - --^ \- fS> <s> s> 6- F |zzl

6 79797j:6 9 9

7 7 7 :; 4 7 7

=!?^=^£t^E?EEE?E?E3=f3E?Ee^EE^;
7 9 7 G 6 G 87 ^'

1 i o 5 5-

* The positions of the upper parts should be chatig-ed at these beats.

Clothe the following blank rhythms with harmony, em-

ploying the chords indicated by the symbols.

II. In D major.

12. In G minor.

G'-X-O 6^ -(SI (S'-l (51 — (Si \-G> (S— I <S> iS2 I 1 1 ! I '
I

I
I J I : J I J

V9 I IV9 V7 VI 117 V93 II I 119 V7

.1 I

VI IV V7 - I

2 3

4. I

I

! I 1
I .

I
'

I

' I I ' ' '^-<&—»—m— -(S

—

1&—\—0— — «

—

— —-9- 1 (S-—•—

•

I IV V9- iv^ I II73V71I 119- V virv-ei^
3+

i

1

I

' I J J• • • • —(SI - (S—

117 V9- I II 1 V V87 I

13. Explain the difference between (a) a dominant and a

secondary ninth; (b) a primary and a secondary ninth; and (c)

a primary and a dominant ninth. Give examples in A major.

14. Analyse the harmonic progressions in the following

exercise, giving the roots of the chords and explaining the

character of the resolutions. Also write and figure the bass,

and give the correct symbol for each chord.
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I
I

—t-l— t-t

I

ff

Harmonize the following unfigured basses, istroducing

chords of the ninth.

15.

1zs—^-\ 1—==1-t-.

16.

^5^-rS=^=t=f=E=i=^^^l^=t=^E=3"^^~^=

g^ ,—^—:^ -

1

-

17.

;:-iga3*£E=^^=.EE=g=:j=E^^=q_2=E=^=z^|
-4ir=

^-^ «—

I

-——

I

1 — I r—•—^ r

—

-_*z_-—' F—'^—h—I^-b—^—pnzb=:
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18.

^iM^l-l=E^d^3~^^^E:-^^B^^

-^-^—^-izz:^i—&
—— iS'-

Harmonize the following melodies, introducing chord of

the ninth.

19.

'EtE^^ll

20.

y

:=I^H-F=d-n:
JZ L 1 L U C

21.

tJ

22.

--Si— I— c
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Clothe the following blank rhythm with harmony, intro-

ducing secondary sevenths and secondary ninths.

23. In E major.

24. In F minor.

A ! Ill 1
!'

1 1
I I 1 III'

.-Gi €>~ I—<> •-
I

•- -•— « —• -\ O «?— I -(5*— (&<-

25. Write a passage, regardless of rhythm, in the key of B,

introducing an example of each of the discords which have thus

far been considered, and concluding with the ' added sixth'

form of the plagal cadence.



CHAPTER XIV.

THE DERIVATIVES OF V9.

131. If, instead of the fifth, the root is omitted from the

chord of the dominant major ninth, a chord of the seventh

on the leading-note is obtained; this is called the chord of

tne Leading seventh, but it might tnore properly be termed

the chord of the Minor Seventh on L.

Similarly, if the root is omitted from the chord of the

dominant minor ninth, a chord of the seventh on the leading-

note of the minor key is obtained; this is called (from its dis-

tinctive interval) the chord of the Diminished seventh.

These chords are said to be derivatives of the dominant

ninth. The leading-note in each case is regarded as the

nominal root, while the dominant— the actual root— is said to

be the generator; the term generator (see also § 90) signifying

a note from which a chord is derived when that note is not em-

ployed in the chord.

The symbols for these chords are respectively L7 and L70.

THE LEADING SEVENTH.

132. L7, being a dominant discord, naturally resolves

upon the tonic chora. The seventh /^r/Zf one degree; the fifth,

being diminished, also (with one exception, see § 133, a) falls

one -degree; the leading-note rises to the tonic; while the

third—the fifth of the generator—alone is free. When the third

is below the seventh, care must be taken to avoid consecutive

perfect fifths. The third in this case may either rise one degree,

doubling the third in the tonic chord, or it may proceed to the

dominant, doubling the fifth in the tonic chord. When placed

above the seventh the third generally falls one degree.
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These consecutive fifths are shown at a, between the treble

and tenor; at b they are avoided by the third rising; and at c

by the third falling to the dominant; at d, the third being above
the seventh, the tonic chord appears with the root doubled.

('0 ('') {c) __^_id)

I
I I

J

(5^-

__^—r-

"~L T~— n r~"^~ H^^^^F=^2i

7 7 7 7

The seventh may be placed in any part, but should not

appear below the leading-note unless it \s prepared. Otherwise

it is not necessary to prepare the seventh, though, if not pre-

pared, it is preferable to approach this note from below, and

especially is this the case if the movement should be disjunct.

133 L7 has three inversions.

{a) 'Yht first inversion, L71, occurs on II, and the gene-

rator is a fifth below the bass-note, which in this case rises one

degree to avoid the consecutive fifths. The chord of resolution

is therefore P, and in order to avoid doubling the bass in this

chord the third in Ly^ is allowed to rise one degree. This is

the only case in which the fifth of the leading-note is allowed

to rise in the resolutions of L7 and its iiiversions. The

treatment of IV in this resolution may be compared with the

treatment of IV in the exceptional resolution of Vy^, as ex-

plained in § 89. The fifth in this chord may of course, if pre-

ferred, fall one degree naturally as at aa.

{b) The second inversion," L7". the most popular of the

inversions, occurs on IV, and the generator is a seventh below

the bass-note, which falls one degree. The chord of resolution

is therefore once more V

.

{c) The third inversion, L7', a chord not often employed,

occurs on VI, and the generator is a ninth (not a second) below
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the bass-note, which falls one degree. The chord of resolution

is therefore P. The bass-note in L7» should invariably be

prepared. P in this case is usually treated as an arpeggio six-

four, or possibly as a passing six-four, but rarely as a cadential

six-four. Care must be taken in resolving Ly^ to avoid con-

secutive perfect fourths between the bass and the part which

takes II.

jai (on)^ ^o>)_ jj;^;

J - %-
]—2—r—S7-

T G ~r.
"g~

4 6 4 6

5 5 3 2 4

134. The seventh in L7 and its inversions, like the ninth

in V9, may be resolved while the other notes of the chord

remain stationary ; the chord is then converted into V7 or one

of its inversions, and is resolved accordingly; the third in L7
being no longer restricted in its progression. This form of

resolution is especially desirable in the case of L?^ which is thus

changed to V7 in root position, and so a somewhat objectionable

six-four (I-) may be avoided.
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135. L7 (a) as a derivative of V9, must not be confused

with L07 {d), as a secondary seventh, nor with II07 {c), the

supertonic seventh, of the minor mode. These three chords

which are identically the same in appearance may be readily

distinguished by the chord upon which they severally resolve.

00

:s-—z^:

J.-'=,

7
L7

.a

(O

-(S> 1

zzr^zri
—a——

I

00

ag

—

<s>-

etc.

Lo7

I

7 7

gy.— <g

—

g—r—"^—j^s^—

I

7 7

no7jf

Furthermore, L7^ must not be confused with IV-e, the

chord of the Added sixth in the minor mode, which (see § 115)

in appearance is identically the same as IIo7^

These chords are exemplified in the following passage.

B

F2:If-It f- g^-F~-

—

^a-\.—>9—g—F-^rif_-

UoT-

I

I

12-

1

r-
I I

-c» - - - -

Lo7'
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IY-6

a, the first inversion of the supertonic seventh in A minor;

resolving on the dominant;

b, the first inversion of the leading seventh in C major;

resolving on the first inversion of the tonic.

c, the first inversion of the secondary seventh on the lead-

ing-note in C; resolving on the mediant; and

d, the Added sixth in A minor, resolving on the tonic.

The melody of the above passage is necessarily somewhat mo-
notonous, the purpose of the example being to introduce the four chords
each in the same position.

The seventh in L? and its inversions is often chromatically

lowered, the chord then becomes a diminished seventh, and is

resolved as such on the tonic major chord.

THE DIMINISHED SEVENTH.

136. L70, also being a dominant discord, also naturally

resolves upon the tonic chord; and whether in root position or

inverted, this chord is resolved in practically the same manner

as the leading seventh. The seventh in L70, however, does

not require preparation when it is placed below the leading-note.

The consecutive fifths, (see a) to which reference was made

in § 132, should still be avoided, notwithstanding that the fifth

of the supertonic in the minor mode is a diminished fifth; and

the same may be said of the consecutive fourths which are

liable to occur in resolving Lvo-^, though as one of the fourths

in this case is augmented, the progression is perhaps not

altogether objectionable.

The effect of consecutive fifths, one of which is perfect

and the other diminished, depends almost entirely upon the
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degree of the scale upon which 50 (the diminished fifth) occurs.

When 50 occurs upon L, preceded or followed by 5+ on I, the

effect is not bad, provided that none of the rules for the resolu-

tions of discords has been broken, as has already been seen at

b, § 89. When 50 occurs upon II of the minor mode and is

followed by 5+ on I, the effect, generally speaking is bad, and

especially is this the case if these consecutives occur between

the extreme parts; and indeed the effect is almost equally bad

when this particular fifth is preceded by 5-1- on I, except alone

in approaching L70, when, presumably on the ground that 5 +

is foreign to the construction of this chord, no bad effect can

arise from consecutive fifths in such progressions.

The following examples, being transcriptions to the key of

C minor of the examples given in § § 132 and 133, illustrate

the natural resolutions of L70 and its inversions.

_ I"A 1^1 ^J'L _lJ^}

H-^- .««- H^ SZ. -<^.
I

1¥^^^A'^}c~^W:^'^M?-eI~2?.
7 7

fei^iiki3ifii^llili,l
X^^ -f5>- .^ei_ 'g _2^._ _<^

©'-
^

^-^IIe^^^IeSe^
^-Hz:?-F-z.=P~-=F-^-

£6 6 t6 6 t4 6 4 (3~

5 5 3 t2 4

The seventh in L70, just as in L7, may be resolved while

the other notes of the chord remain stationary, see example

§ 134. which may be transcribed to the minor mode also.
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137. L70 differs from L7 and from other previously con-

sidered chords in one important particular, namely, that its

consiiti4ent notes are equidistant ; the interval between each

successive third of the chord being a ininor third. In other

chords of the seventh the thirds vary, some being major and

some minor. The following table illustrates the character of

ihe thirds in the five most important chords of the seventh.

3- 3- 3+ 34- 3-

3- 3+ 3- 3- 3-

3+ 3- 3- 3- 3-

V7 II7 1107 L7 L70
These intervals should be read upwards.

Furthermore, the interval between -VI and L of the minor

scale, being an augmented second, and consisting of three semi-

tones, is, in point of size, equal to a minor third ; L70, therefore,

when played in arpeggio, consists of a succession of intervals,

each of which contains three semitones. It naturally follows

then, if another L70 (in another key) is formed upon any sound

in a given chord of L70, that both chords will consist of identi-

cally the same sounds. The notation of the chords which thus

arise will be in accordance with the signature of the key in

which each occurs; one or more enharmonic changes being

necessary for each new chord.

The chord at a, is L70 in the key of A minor, that at b,

L70 in C minor ; if now, the chord at b is taken in its third

inversion, as at c, it will be seen that this chord, on the piano,

is identically the same as the chord at a; the G sharp in the

latter chord becoming A flat by enharmonic change.

138. L70, according to its notation, may belong to four

entirely different minor keys; and since there are twelve, and,

practically speaking, only twelve different minor keys, it follows

that there are three, and practically speaking, only three
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different chords of L70 possible in music.

The attendant minor keys of any given major key will

furnish these three chords, and by enharmonic changes each of

these chords may be converted into certain other minor keys, the

tonics of which (like the notes of the chord) are a minor third

apart. Ihese three chords, with their enharmonic changes, are

shown in the following examples, in which, for convenience,

they are written in contracted form in the treble stave, the

generator of each chord being given in the bass stave. Though

apparently each chord here belongs to five different keys, yet

in reality there are only four entirely dilTerent keys, for the

chords at a and e, in each case, belong to keys which are

enharmonic equivalents. The normal position of each chord is

shown at c.

I

B mi. D mi.

if') («)

II

Z>2 tui. F^ mi. A mi. C mi. £*? mt.

t)

,. 00 ^* 00 (<^) ^ (d) ^ (O

I?i2_
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It will be seen from the above examples, and it is interest-

ing to note, that both the tonics and the dominants of the

associated keys constitute in themselves a chord of the

diminished seventh. Thus the tonics in example II—D^, F^,

A and C—form the chord at ^, in example III; while the domi-

nants in example II

—

Ct, E, G and Bl?—form the chord at c,

in example I.

139. The key to which any given L70 belongs may be

found by determining which note of the chord is L, and L may

be determined by means of the theory which is now about to be

explained, the theory of the sharpest note.

Each degree^of the major mode possesses a certain relative

character of acuteness and gravity^ L being the acutest and IV

the gravest. This feature will readily be seen in the scales of

G and F, respectively, in the former of which L is the only

sharp note present, and in the latter IV the only flat note

present. In the minor mode, L is the acutest but VI the gravest.

L then being the acutest note in both modes, and being more-

over the note upon which L70 is formed, this theory is invariably

regarded from the sharp, rather than from the flat standpoint.

Double sharps are evidentally more acute than single;

single sharps more acute than naturals; naturals more acute

than flats; and fiats more acute than double flats.

Of sharps, the last sharp, according to the major signature,

has the acutest character in the key. Thus, in the key of D,

C sharp is more acute then F sharp ; in the key of A, G sharp

is more acute than both F sharp and C sharp, and so on.

Of naturals, the most acute is B, being L in the key of C
;

the next most acute is E (a perfect fifth below) ; the next A,

and so on, F being the gravest of all the naturals.

Of flats, it may be said that they play a very small part in

this theory, for in only one major key, and in no minor at all,

is L a flat, namely in C flat major; B flat is however the most

acute of all the flats, E flat (a fifth below) the next, and so on.
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The value of this theo-v mav be tested by applying it to the chords

in the above examples. § 138. The student would do well to write all

these chords, emploving no kev signature but inserting the necessary

accidentals, and then indicate the sharpest note (i.e. L) in each case,

from which the generator of the chord—always a major third below L—
and the key in which the chord occurs, may readily be determined.

140. L70 is frequently employed in the major mode, when

it may be regarded as L7 with the seventh chromatically

lowered.

The following passage illustrates the various chromatic

resolutions into major keys of the diminished seventh on G

sharp, the seventh in each case resolving with a simple orna-

mental device, while the other notes of the chord remain

stationary.

— .,._ - — Z—,—i—i-C—, _ L^..I]_4_I]_[I.,J
1

*'
I

p
$ijgz^z— p-#^.,-_^^,#.^^i:

t -^—--
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141. Although derived from V, L7 and L70 play practically

no part whatever in cadences. Reference, however, may here

be made to a chord having the appearance of L70-, which may

be employed with good effect as at <z, but the disjunct move-

ment in the bass in this progression is altogether contrary to

the rules which govern the resolution of L70. This chord must

be regarded as an ornamental form of the ' added sixth,' b^ the

third being chromatically lowered, c, and the fifth displaced by

its lower auxiliary note, d. In the chord at a, the fifth is

absolutely displaced. This analysis of this exceptional chord

justifies the ' skip ' in the bass, and avoids the necessity of

applying to the progression the somewhat objectionable term

—

license.

T'O (h) (c) (d)

! lit
a :^-_

4

142. Many interesting variations of \.\\t dominant sequence

may be formed by the use of L7 and L70. A few of these are

herewith appended; at a, the sequence is formed by L7 and

I + , this might be varied by employing L70 and I + , or L70 and

I-; at b, by L7 and V73 ; at c, by L7 only; at d, by L70 only;

and at <r, by L7 chromatically changing to L70, then resolving

to I + , followed by V73.

Other variations of a similar character will readily suggest

themselves, but, it may here be said, the possible variations of

the dominant sequence are absolutely inexhaustible, and this

will be the more readily appreciated when suspensions and

auxiliary notes together with the chromatic element in harmony

are added to the chords which have already been considered.

&-
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2^ -£=«> si-F—s^zr
\-r 1 1-,

etc.

—U-,—
etc.

! I L I I

(zlhz —<^'^^'—

7 7 4
2

7 4
?5 72

^__ L-.-J--r !-J-

~y7 4"

etc.

:=t-_zt==

?7
>5

143. The best progressions io L7 and L70 are from those

major and minor triads which do not contain L ; also from

II7 and II07. The bass of these chords (in whatever position

they occur) should, as a rule, be approached conjunctly; if

approached disjunctly, the leap should be from the opposite

direction to that in which the bass of the chord is about to

move. L7 and L70 may also be preceded by V or V7, the
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effect, however, can hardly be regarded as a harmonic pro-

gression.

In harmonizing unfigured basses and melodies, L7 and

L70 mav be frequently employed instead of V or V7, except at

cadences, and provided, of course, that the progression admits

of the correct resolution of these discords. No definite rules

can well be formulated in this connection. Good taste, which

every earnest student must strive to possess, will alone suggest

when these fundamental discords may be effectively introduced.

Sufiace it to say that discretion must be exercised in the employ-

ment of these chords, for the too frequent use of one particular

kind of discord will result in that very monotony of tone-

color, the avoidance of which is the special purpose of the

dissonant element in music.

With this chapter the subject of fundamental discords is

concluded. Certam modern authorities (since about the year

1850) have advocated an extension of this subject so as to com-

prise chords of the eleventh and thirteenth-chords formed by

the addition of further thirds to those of chords of the ninth
;

this theory of chord construction, however, which was altogether

unknown'to the greatest masters of music in the past, can by

no means be claimed to meet all the requirements of the modern

composer, or to account for all the progressions in modern

compositions, and, therefore, it will not be considered m the

present work.

The student may, at this stage, read the latter part of the

Preface pages vii to xii, and he should have but little difficulty

in following the line of argument there adduced to confute

this particular theory.
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SUMMARY.

§ 131. The Leading (or Minor) and the Diminished sevenths
on L.

L, the nominal or apparent root and V, the generator.

>5 132. The leading seventh.

The fifth and seventh both fall, and L rises ; if the seventh
is placed below L, it should be prepared.

!:; 133. The inversions of L7.

In L7i the bass rises, in Ly- and L73 it falls.

.§ 134. The seventh treated as a suspension.

The chord is thus converted into \'j.

§ 135. The ambiguous character of L7.

The chords, L7I, Loyi, II071 and IV-6, are identically the
same in notation, but differ in resolution.

§ 136. The diminished seventh.

L70 is treated practically the same as L7, but with no res-
triction as to the position of the seventh.

§ 137. L70 as compared with other chords of the seventh.

The constituent notes of L70 are equidistant.

§ 138. The enharmonic treatment L70.

The three and, practically speaking- only three, L70 chords
in music.

§ 139. The theory of the sharpest note.

By which may be determined the key to which L70 and
other dominant discords belong.

.§ lio. The use of L70 in the major mode.
With illustrative example showing enharmonic changes.

§ 141. An exceptional treatment of L70.

Occasionally employed as a variation of the plagal cadence.

§ 142. The use of L7 and L70 in sequences.

These chords are frequently employed in dominant (real)

sequences.

§ 143. The best progressions to L7 and L70.

From any triad which does not contain L; also from II7

and 1107.
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EXERCISES.

I.

1. Write and resolve L7 (the leading seventh) and its inver-

sions in the keys of (a) G and (b) F.

2. Write and resolve 1.7c (the diminished seventh) and its

inversions in the keys of (a) E minor and (b) D minor.

Introduce and resolve the following chords.

5. Write and resolve V7, II7, II07, L7 and L70, employing

the note E (third space in the bass) in each case.

6. Figure and symbolize the following chords.

00 (I') (c) 00 (0 CO Oj)

j2. JS-. JZ.

~!9— R^'S'—H— «9
"^L.
:i?-

.<z.

—S>—
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7. Complete the following passage by inserting the chords

indicated by the symbols at the (vacant) beats marked a, b, c

etc., then figure the passage throughout.

—^ —• \—s> 1

r I
t

(h) (c) (d) (0 (f) (9)0') . .

Li lir 117 L7o2 V72 11071 L7

-5-:?—

-

{ 0>) (0 0) W (0 (•«) («>

V7 117' 171 L71 I^ II+7 V7

8. Write a variation of the dominant sequence, commencing
in the key of E fiat, employing L70- and 1 + ^ alternatively, and

repeating the model at least three times.

Add treble, alto and tenor parts to the following basses.

-g

—

"6

5

a-

6 iG r 6 6"
7

'
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10.

56 6
5

6 6
z^—tzzi
65 4
43 3

6 6
6~-

^7

4 -

2 -
11.

467 7 6 6 667 6 o - 6

3 5 4 3 -

i5iJ+~=#=«z^Zi-p:iz^-^:-ip-^-i:f:fz^p:^:q-q-zz

Lzf_^zEi?zt ii^_Eitz^zt:z:t/±^t^ =:zf:E_-* -J -::z

6 6 7J4 6t7 66 6 7 if*

5 5 2 5 4 3-

12.

7 6 6 J4- 6

5 , 32

ZC7=^-
6 87

""'
6"

5

6 7

13.

::2Lziz:z
—F—(2

z—t:
4 4

3 '*2

6 6*
4

6 24
-—

t

*_;zz^zz*zE -'-S zf—

I

7 ;6 6 6
5

T~8 7~~

7 6 5

C 4 2
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14.

C4 6 7 9 r4 6 I>6 14 6 £67*6
3 7 2 4 3 5

t;

a

^^•»-[>—̂—

'

^ —=-
|

'—= iib:!ri E —^F—

*

r^r^iB^C 4- 6!77 4Gt^7 767"^
-2 - > 4 C

Clothe the following blank rhythms with harmony, employ-

ing the chords indicated by the symbols.

15. In the key of A flat.

41111' I

I
I I I I

I
I

I
I

I

I L72 L7' I' VI LT^ V7 I II' I-' Y I'

-fi? 15> — I —£?

Ld7i niVIT'II V7' I V YI 117' Y87 I

16. In the key of C sharp minor

^-^ • -^ •- -• • 0-\— G> • I — «»' 0--\

I- IY-' L7o3 Y7 I- L7o I- L7o^ I-' Ho' L7o^

—•

—

— • \~^ — \-i>-.

I-i lY-i IIo7' P Y7 I-

17. Write L7^ in the key of F, and show that it can be

treated as four entirely different chords.

18. The following chords, if played on the piano, will all

have the same effect. How do you account for this fact?

Name the key and give the generator of each chord.

(') CO (') M (0_
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19. Define the term enharmonic; and show that the keys

with three sharps and three flats, both major and minor, may be

severally connected by the enharmonic treatment of L7o.

20. Show that this chord may be con-

verted into V7 in four different keys, if each

note in turn is lowered a semitone (diatonic

or chromatic as the case may be), and if cer-

tain enharmonic changes (where necessary)

are introduced.

rn

—

~J^

II.

Harmonize the following unfigured basses and melodies,

introducing L7 (and occasionally L70) in the major exercises,

and L7o (alone) in the minor.

21.

22.

SEiE£=^^=3=^^^=i^3^^=?=

:t::z:

23.

EE^zir-Ezlziip:
i=p=E=^

-^=-=

:iiiiai?EgE2£ ii=i=?EBi±i?Jz=r:=brt=; ;^=2-t-!C
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24.

-^—

I

V- -i^F
jif

—
1

1—

^

1

—

233

^^
:i=qzip=t=i::
:z=*iit:=E=g:

25.

7 ^:e=5=?^y=«5^i!ig=^=?

-<2_
.0— m.

:t:—t:
:=-_-_z5f::

a:
—25*-

-I •^— I—si—^—

I

26.

Ta—0-P-
:r-t--t::

?5EfE?E?l^^t^? 0~\—F-
I—^~F~r~^"

/ — : .5>-|

—

— «*—H—
:<2—t_s,_tf2_b_^ -d-t

28.

:d=i1:

:^=; -•

—

:_-^iy— s^;
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29

%j

^:§^:=:=zq.^^ _|.L L i ,
^_L__| ,—,

r
- *f-g)-T #-p »—*— I *-h-*-j^—

»

— »-p-^ 1

-I |-p—

—

30.

31.

B;i=|=^E!=!=^iH=25f—— F—^ 5—

/

5 (2 ^:
-T:^^=t==t-^=if-*__lz=b=^-g^_t

32.

tJ

:3*;t57i
.^=.^..t.^.-^-

^ ^— •-^ ,
^-i

^^3^=1*=Eni- f=t= tz^z=:f!

^^-^— '—
~"'i ^—*~

r~*~*~~^~F-:

—

—
Clothe the following blank rhythms with harmony, intro-

ducing the chords indicated by the symbols.

2,^. In the key of E.

,

('\)
.

0') (O (d)

-[-•-•-•- (-•-•-•—1-#—•—J-Ufii—;

—

L7 L71 VI71 L7^

(0 (f)

^'

L7f 117

1
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34. In the key of F minor.

(a) (b)

4 1
III

1



CHAPTER XV.

SIMPLE SUSPENSIONS.

144. A suspension is the name given to a discord formed

by tlie holding- over or prolongation of a note from one chord

to which it behmgs into another to which it does not belong;

this—the dissonant note— is then resolved by rising or falling

(usually the latter) one degree to the note to which it would have

proceeded directly had it not been held over.

It has already been stated (§ 122) that the notes imme-

diately above and below any given note are called, respectively,

its upper and lower auxiliary notes, and that a suspension is

the temporary displacement of a note by one of these auxiliary

notes. If the upper auxiliary note is employed it is called a

fa/ling suspension, if the lower, a rising suspension.* The

auxiliary note must be heard in the same part in the preceding

chord, that is to say, the suspension must ht prepared, and it is

customary, though not necessary, for the note of preparation

to be tied to the auxiliary note, so that a suspension frequently

takes the form of a syncopation. The auxiliary or displacing

note is called the suspending note; the note which is displaced

and about which (until it is heard) there is, as it were, a feeling

of suspense, is called the suspended note; while the suspending

and the suspended notes taken together, constitute the suspen-

sion.

* Rising suspensions have been called, by some authors, 'Retar-
dations,' but to the use of this term in this connection there are some
objections ; it is not only unnecessary to employ an entirely different

name for discords, which to all intents and purposes are practically the

same as suspensions, but in the present instance it even leads to confu-

sion, for the term ' retardations ' is now employed by many authorit;es

to designate certain discords of another character, which, sometimes
called 'driving' or 'lagging' notes, will be duly considered in chapter
XVIII.
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As falling suspensions are much more frequently used than rising

suspensions, the term ' falling ' is generally omitted, being understood,

just as the term ' major ' is generally omitted, being understood, when
referring to major scales and major common chords. The term ' rising,"

however, must not be omitted in the case of a rising suspension.

Although suspensions were in use, as a matter of fact, more than a
century prior to the establishment of fundamental discords, nevertheless

it is customary to treat of these chords in the order adopted in the

present work. A reason for so doing may be seen in the fact that V7 is

more frequently employed at the present day, and at the same time its

treatment is more readily understood by the average student, than

discords formed by suspensions. The historical influence of these

chords is still felt in strict counterpoint, in which suspensions and, more-
over, certain forms of auxiliary notes are freely employed, while the use

of \'7 and indeed of all forms of fundamental discords is absolutely

forbidden.

When only one note in a chord is displaced it is called a

single suspension, when two or three notes are displaced they

are called respectively double and triple suspensions. Quad-

ruple suspensions are possible in five-part harmony, and even

quintuple suspensions in six-part harmony.

145. Before this somewhat complicated subject is con-

sidered in detail, a few of the most frequently employed

suspensions will be exemplified. These occur in connection

with the principal resolution of V7, as shown at a. At b, this

progression is varied by the employment of a suspension in the

treble ; at ^, by the employment of a suspension in the alto;

the single suspensions at b and c, are combined at d, forming a

double suspension ; another form of double suspension is shown

at (f, where a rising suspension is introduced in the tenor; while

at/, the three upper parts are all suspended, forming a triple

suspension.

The D in the treble in V7 at b, is the note of preparation,

it is tied to D (the suspending note) which duly falls to C (the

suspended note), the D and C thus forming the suspension

The other suspensions in the above examples, it will be seen,

are similarly treated.
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(0 (J)

_^ . !

I

i_ J_

-iS>-

W (O

fi2 n-i==[r£2==

7 9 s"

4 3

I '
^ 'I I

I 11
I

I
I

_g'_-r

—

^^ -G- (5)
.^—^^ -^-

r 9 8 7 9

7 7 8

4 3

The figures employed to represent suspensions are placed

horizontally. In reading these figures it is necessary to insert

the word ' to ' between them; thus, the discord at c, is said to

be a four-to-three suspension ; and that at if, a nine-four-to-

eight-three suspension. By this plan the difference between

figures placed perpendicularly and figures placed horizontally

under a bass-note is clearly expressed.

146. The symbols employed for suspensions are formed

by placing the figure which represents the suspended note under

the Roman numeral indicating the root of the chord, this figure

being preceded by a small dash pointing upward or downward
according to the character of the suspension.

When the suspension occurs in the bass, the dash is placed

before the Roman numeral.

The names of the suspensions in the above example (§ 145)

together with their symbols are as fellows:

—
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{b) I The tonic chord with the octave susr.ended.
'8

{c) I The tonic chord wiih the third suspended.

{d)l The tonic chord with tlie octave and third suspended.
8

'.3

{e) I The tonic chord with the octave doubly suspended.
IB

( / ) I The tonic chord with the octave doubly suspended and
!« the third suspended.

147. Since a common chord contains three different notes,

to each of which two auxiliary notes are attached, there are

theoretically possible as many as six single suspensions ; these

as they occur in the chord of C (in rcrt position), are outlined

in the following example.

98 78 G5 45 4.'5 23

Of the above, the 98 and 43 are by far the most impor-

tant; the 78 is only employed when the auxiliary note moves a

semitone; the 65 usually occurs in the treble only; the 23 also

usually occurs in the treble only, but comparatively speaking it

is rarely used; the 45 is very rarely used as a single suspension,

the figure 4 (the only figure indicative of a suspending note

which, it will be seen, occurs twice) almost invariably suggesting

a falling suspension.

These suspensions, with special reference to the 98 and 43, will now
be considered as they occur in connection with the common chord and
its inversions ; in the chapter following they will be considered in com-
bination with one another, and in connection with fundamental discords,

reference also will be made to certain exceptional and ornamental reso-

lutions, etc.

The subject of suspensions, it may be said, has never been treated

exhaustively, and probably never will be so treated. The student must
endeavour to grasp the general principles upon which these discords
are introduced, and having accomplished this, must rest satisfied, for

the real object of author and teacher alike may then be said to have
been attained.
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148. The following rules regarding the treatment of sus-

pensions should be committed to memory

:

I. A progression which is incorrect without suspensions, is

equally incorrect if suspensions are introduced.

II. Suspensions must be prepared, that is to say, the suspend-

ing note must be heard in the same part in the pre-

ceding chord.

III. The note of preparation, when tied over, should be of

equal value with, or of greater value than, the sus-

pending note; when not tied over, it may be of

lesser value.

IV. The suspending note should, as a rule occur on the

accented part of the measure; in slow tempo, how-

ever, suspensions may often be introduced upon any

beat.

V. The suspended note must not be heard in another part

simultaneously with the suspending note, except under

the following conditions

:

(a) If the octave of the root is suspended, the octave may

also be heard a ninth (or, in the case of a rising sus-

pension, a seventh) or more below the suspending

note, but not a second below, and in no case above.*

{d) If the root is suspended in the bass, the octave may

be heard in any part above, if approached con-

junctly and by contrary motion.

(c) Occasionally in the first inversion of the common
chord, and frequently in the second, the octave of

the bass is su.spended, in these and in all cases in

which the figure 9 occurs, the note thus represented

must be placed a ninth or more, and never a second,

above the bass.

* One modern authority, and one alone, it is believed, allows the

octave of the root to be heard above the suspension, provided it is

approached conjunstly and by contrary motion ; this, however, is a

questionable license in any case, and the student is advised not to take

advantag^e of it, especially at examinations.
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149 The complete figuring for the 98 suspension is-

9 8

5 -: it is, however, often necessary to omit the fifth, in which

case the third or the octave must be doubled.

The short dashes used in connection with the fig-ures in suspensions
are lines of continuation, and must not be confused with the sijjn em-
ployed for the term minor, which in fact is never used in figuring- chords,
but only in symbolizing' them.

The 98 suspension / I\ has already been illustrated at ^^

§ 145, where the fifth in I was omitted; in order to include the

fifth it would be necessary to take B, (L, in the tenor) down to

G. If Vy^ is employed, instead of V7, I will naturally be com-
plete, as at a, in the following example; at fi, the suspension is

placed in the tenor, and care must be taken that the root is not

heard a^ofe the suspending note, hence it is necessary to take

the treble up to E, doubling the third at I; at c, the suspension

is placed in the alto, and here it is necessary to take B (in the

tenor) down to G, for C, a second below the suspending note,

would be incorrect.

150. The first inversion of the y8 suspension / l'\ is

7 6 V'^ I

figured 76, the complete figuring being 3 _. The best note to

double, as a rule, is the third, though sometimes the bass is

doubled, and occasionally (see rt') the root. In this inversion

it is generally best to place the suspension in the treble.

It is important to distinguish between the significance of

the figure 7 in this chord and in chords of the seventh. Where
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7 is immediately followed by 6, as will be seen from the follow-

ing examples, the fifth of the bass is altogether foreign to the

chord ; while in chords of the seventh the fifth is an essential

note, although, as a matter of fact, it is frequently omitted in

^our-part harmony.

The 76 suspension occurs in perhaps its most natural form

•in resolving Vy-', as at d\ there is no objection in this case, it

may be said, to the C in the tenor, as it is not only the root of

the chord, but is also a ninth below the suspending note; and,

moreover, is approached conjunctly from the leading-note;

some authorities, however, object to the presence of this C, and

prefer that the tenor should fall to G (doubling the third, or

rise to E (doubling the bass), in both cases involving disjunct

movement from B— the leading-note; others e.xemplify this

suspension as at e, with the bass moving disjunctly. Care must

be taken to avoid progressions such as that at /, where besides

the consecutive fifths between the alto and tenor, there are also

consecutive octaves in effect between the treble and tenor; these

may be corrected by taking the tenor either down to G or up

to E for the second chord, or by writing the alto and tenor

parts as at g.

The 76 suspension on II, when resolving on 1 or I^, is

regarded as the incomplete form of V7-, (see § 90).

(<^J^ (^ (n_^ Oj)

hz^i^z—a =?_[=:?:z:3 B ?_t ^---R-—F^— =H

:^^ _"z^n ^ ti~<

t

4 7(5 G 70 766 76

151. The second inversion of the 98 suspension / I-\ is

6- V8 /

iigured 5 4. As this is really a six-four chord, it is customary
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to double the bass-note, while the suspension itself is again

generally placed in the treble.

The most popular use of this chord is in connection with

the cadential six-four, as at h, the chord of introduction in which

case must not be either V or V7, or i'ldeed any chord which

contains L. When preceded by V, the suspension may be

treated as at i or /, the chord in each of these cases being a

pedal six-four; the concluding measures of the example at y
show the natural continuation of the progressions at h and i.

z— ,._«*_--

I

6 C - 6 - r. r 6 - 8 7

54 54 35-43-
152. The third inversion of the 98 suspension occurs

when the root of the chord is suspended in the bass. The
figuring usually employed for this suspension is 4-, although the

7- 2-

complete figuring 4 - is occasionally employed, especially when

the presence of the octave of the root is desired. Another

form of figuring for (single) suspensions in the bass, adopted by

some authorities, though not in general use, is to place an

oblique dash under the suspending note, the dash signifying that

this note is to be harmonized with the notes of the succeeding

chord, see /.

The most natural position of this suspension ('I) occurs in

resolving Vy^, as at -^; or, if preferred, V7- may be employed

in its incomplete form (L^) as at /, where the use of the oblique

dash is exemplified; some authorities (again) object to the

presence of C—the inverted root—and prefer that B should
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fall to G as at w; if, however, B were placed in the treble it

would have to rise to E, for falling to G would result in some-
what objectionable hidden consecutive fifths between the
extreme parts.

153. The complete figuring for the 43 suspension is

8 -

5 -; it is, however, often necessary to omit the fifth, in which

case the octave is doubled ; the third must never be doubled.

This suspension / I\ has already been illustrated in connec-

tion with the perfect cadence, at c, § 145, where the fifth in I

was omitted; to include the fifth in I, the fifth in V7 may be

omitted at at a, in the following example. The 43 suspension

is also frequently employed in connection with the plagal

cadence as at d. The suspension itself may be freely employed

in any part; at c, it occurs in the treble, and at ^, in the tenor,

with V71 and Vy^, respectively, as the chords of preparation.

(O _ (d)_
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154. The first inversion of the 43 suspension ('I') is

5 -
figured 2 -, and either of the notes represented by these figures

may, as a rule, be doubled.

This chord frequently occurs in resolving V73, as at e;

instead of the figures the oblique dash may be employed as at

/, where the chord of preparation is IV; the third of the root

is sometimes added to the chord as at g, the effect, however, is

somewhat harsh, and unless it is justified by the context, it is

preferable to double either the fifth or the second of the bass;

at h, is shown the octave of the bass in P suspended; this chord

/ I^\ though also somewhat harsh, is less so than that at ^.

V»3 )

^55- The second inversion of the 43 suspension is figured

4 _• As this is really a six-four chord it is customary to double

the bass-note; while the suspension itself may again occur in

any part.

This chord / I-\ is exemplified at /, in connection with a

cadential six-four; aty, with z^ passing six-four; and at k, d. pedal

six-four. In the passing six-four, j, it will be seen that the

suspension, for the first time in these examples, occurs on an

unaccented beat.
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156. The 78 suspension, the most important of the rising

suspensions, naturally occurs on I ; it may also occur on IV of

the major mode, and VI of the minor. In all cases the seventh

must rise a seviiione, and not a tone ; the seventh must, therefore,

invariably be a viajor interval, the minor seventh, as has been

seen in connection with fundamental discords, having a tendency

to resolve by fa/ling one degree.

78
The complete figuring for the 7 8 suspension is 5 -

; it is

3-

however, often necessary to omit the fifth, in which case the

third or the octave must be doubled. The suspension itself

may occur in any part, but it most frequently occurs in the

treble.

The root position of this chord / \\ is shown at a ; the first

inversion at b ; the second at c ; and with the suspension in the

bass at d. In the first inversion, /', some authorities object to

the presence of the root (C), here in the tenor, and would prefer

either G (doubling the third) or E (doubling the bass), but as

in the case of the 76 suspension (§ 150, d,) there is no valid

objection to the presence of this note. The progression at c,

is of rare occurrence; that at </, may be varied by taking the

treble either up to E or down to G, if the presence of the root

(C) is not desired.
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(^') ^c) (d)

r

-<5'_t--(S'

77846- 6_C9-
2 56 34.5 6-

4

157. The 65 suspension, the complete figuring for which
8 -

is 6 5, usually occurs on I and V only. It is customary tc double

the bass in this chord, while the suspension itself is almost

invariably confined to the treble part.

The root position of this chord / I\ is shown at a, the chord
l»5/

of preparation being IV; in place of IV, V9 may also be em-

ployed with good effect ; the first inversion is shown at b, the

chord of preparation being L;", it is necessary in this case to

let the bass rise one degree, in order to avoid the effect of con-

secutive fifths ; the second inversion with the suspension in an

upper part is shown at c, and with the suspension in the bass,

at d; the progression at d, it may be said, is of very rare

occurrence.

=1

^zB -|=Ezgz?_Bz-^zEz^z^
1

'

I
I ^.

6 - 9 8 7-
4 3 6 - 5 -

4 - 3 -
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1 58. The 23 suspension is, comparatively speaking, rarely

employed, and more particularly in any form other than in root

8 -

position. The complete figuring for this chord is 5 - Care

must be taken not to confuse the significance of the figure 2

with that of the figure 9; the 9 naturally falls while the 2

naturally rises. This suspension usually occurs on I and V
only, the suspension itself being employed almost exclusively

in the treble.

The root position of this chord /Mis shown at a, the chord

of preparation being V ; V7 in this case would not be practicable,

as it would be incorrect for the third (the note upon which the

seventh resolves) to be present in one part while it was sus-

pended in another. At i>, the first inversion of this chord is

shown, and at c, the second inversion, the chords of preparation,

Vy^ and Ily^ respectively, being perhaps the most effective

chords available for this purpose. At d, is shown the octave of

the bass in P suspended by the note below; this chord, how-

ever, being somewhat harsh, is rarely employed.

(«) (h) (c)
,

(d)

-j^:^-j-J-n-j^7^-j '

I I -<S^- -'9- ^ -«*

-- i5>-

2 3 4 7- 6 56 4 78
3 4- 44- -^ 6 -

159. The 45 suspension, the complete figuring for which
8 -

is 4 5, is of very rare occurrence on account of its peculiar harsh-

ness. This discord, nevertheless, must be duly considered, as

it plays a certain part in connection with combined suspensions.
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and becomes even still more important when the chromatic

element is introduced into harmony. To avoid unnecessary and

extreme harshness, when this chord is employed, the suspension

itself should be placed in the treble, and the other parts,

especially the inner parts, should move as smoothly as possible.

The root position of this chord / l\ is shown at <?, the chord

of preparation, Li, admitting of conjunct movement in all

parts. At d, the first inversion of this chord is shown ; at ^ , the

second inversion; and at d, the suspension occurs in the bass;

and although there is no disjunct movement in any of these

progressions, yet, in spite of this, the effect of the discord is

such that the progression is barely tolerable.

00 (b) (c) (d)

^-g' h ^^'g-F-^ F-g-<s' H si Fzt^'^zE-^-ziE-'^
<s>

-i5>-

g^ -'5" I -«- -(9- --

6 454 6-6 78 G^ '9 -

3 23 6- 57-
4 - 5 -

160 The suspensions which have so far been considered

have all been illustrated in the key of C major, but the examples

may in every case be transcribed into the key of C minor, for

the possible suspensions in connection with the tonic chord are

equally available in both modes. Many of the above suspen-

sions may also be employed in connection with other chords;

in the minor mode, however, suspensions such as the 43 on IV,

and the 98 on VI, must be avoided on account of the augmented

second which exists between the sixth and seventh degrees of

of this mode.
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SUMMARY.

§ 144. A suspension defined.

S '45-

§ 146.

§ M7-

§148.

S 149

§ 150

§ 151

§ 152

S 153

§ 154

A form of discord arisingf from the temporary displace-
ment of a consonant note.

Suspensions exemplified.

The note of preparation, the suspending note and the sus-
pended note.

Symbols.

The marks, ' and i, indicate respectively falling and rising
suspensions.

The six single suspensions.

The 9 8 and 4 3 are the most important.

Rules for the treatment of suspensions.

These should be committed to memory.

The 9 8 suspension.

"76
«l 6 - 4(

5 4

" 4 - ...

2 -

" 43 "

" 5 - .. '

2 -

u 7 6

4
-

" 7 8

§ 155-

§156.

§157. "65
§158. "23

§ 159. " 4 5

§ 160. Suspensions in the minor mode.

These are practically the same as the suspensions in the
major mode, except that it is necessary to avoid the
interval of the aujjmented second (V'l to L) bet>veen the
suspending and the suspended notes.
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EXERCISES.

Complete the following progressions.

r«; (b)

: ^~t~ H^~j~l : rf~*^ ^ r,"^

ro
-c^irini:J-

(d)

^3ii-E^=l
.—^-. -^

—

iL-t-t-, [i^?iz!^i?l:^i^ ^p[
9 8 6 -

5 4
4 3 7 6

7 B

4 - 2 -
65 7 7 8

2. Write a chord of preparation, and harmonize the follow-

ing suspensions. In each case give the symbol.

(')

—— H^

CO

4 3 7 8 7 6

^J9) (^

6~ ~ ~9~8
5 4 6 -

4 -

7 6
4 -

(0

8

6 -

5 -

2

U)

6 -

5 6

4 -

2 -

By transposing each of the above bass-notes a minor third lower

and at the same time retaining^ the same key signature, these suspen-

sions may be worked in the relative minor keys. The leading-note at

b and at-will each require an accidental.
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3. Write, in the key of A, the 98 suspension and its inver-

sions.

4. Write, in the key of E fiat, the 43 suspension and its

inversions.

5. Complete the following passage by introducing at a, b,

c, etc., the chords indicated by the symbols.

tv
:^i4_«_E ^^E—^_E f_Eizi^^r^. _b=*,_

|
I 1

^
I

1

60 0') (0 (d)

'

I I

'
I

I
'

I

±z^iz:»IE^E^E=*EErEiEEEEE=E2^E=f
I' I IV
'8 '.3 '8

:'=(:i=l*=t
't:
—

•

t- b==br=r^:

'I V
'3

6. Exemplify (a) in the key of A fiat and (b) in the key of

C sharp minor, the suspensions indicated by the following

symbols.

('0 {f>) W (^) (e) if)
IV; W

;
P; 'VI; P; VI.

'8 '8 r3 j8 '5

7. Prepare and resolve the following suspensions, (a) in

the key of E, and (b) in the key of F minor.

(a) (b) Ic) {d) ie) (/)
76; 5-; 6-; 76; 4-; and 9 8.

2 -
; 5 4 4 - 2 - 6 -
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8. Figure the bass of the following passage, and symbolize

the chords.

^—-^^^-'-t:J-'-3=S Eyzzpzzzt:^-zS-:E
'

I I

III I I ^
. /^^L^L -l^J^ -^^4r-. ^^=-'^

. Ill 1

'

!
'^-^1

I

r-

I

-_(&

-r-^-

—
-f

—

^—e>-~p-

.<2_

Add treble, alto and tenor parts to the following basses.

9.

6 9 8 4 3 6 5

4 3
7 6 5 -

4 - 4 3

10.

EeE2= -(S>

—

^o - 42-3

4 3

: ^_[
z?

'

4 3 6

9 8

6-7
5 4 3

z?—
6 5
4 3

-Z7-T—

4 3
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11.

-l_-
q_r=g r:^:;-p____^^is^^P^^m^i^^T 3 6 87

5 2-

9 8 - 4 76 4 43 6 "fi~~K-^V«—6 - 5 67 7 8
5 4-3-

12.

5 -

2 -

:—^:ziz*~t—'^-

7 6 6 9 8 7 6 45-3

S* 1

J- 1
1=iik^Ei;mi^E,

4-42-2 9 8 7 4 3

13.

6

t;5

:-d=r-:J:

9 8 6

5
9 8 6

5
9 8 657 4 3 4^

5 - 5 -

2-2 4 -

2 -
8 - - 7
7 6-5
4 - 3 -

9 8
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14.

-t;

G 43 98 6 43 98 6 43 b 7 7

43 - 5 - 5 - 5 - 98 6 98 6 6 7 43
2 - 2 - 5 4 3

15.

^ F—<g—<g -F--5- H -g—h- g- g'-F- S—<g-

4 !; 6 7 6"

4 -

16.

4 -3 6

5

4 3
"g

'~"=^=^P"g=a

4 -

2 -

Ef^«;Ef.E

9 8 6 5

4 -

o -

2 -
?7 8

17,

i^iii

5 6 8 7
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18.

7 C G 7 JC 6 - i:4 j;5 G ii6 4 3 7 6 .5 7

4 :;3 2 4 4-3
3

19. Re-write Ex. i, page 56, introducing single suspensions
in root position.*

20. Re-write Ex. 4, page 82, introducing inversions of
single suspensions.*

* The melody given in this exercise may be changed, if it is desired
to introduce suspensions in the treble.

The student may also re-write and add suspensions to the maioritv
of the exercises on figured basses at the end of chapters VI VII VIIIIX and X. ' >

»

Special exercises on the harmonization of unfigured basses and
melodies will be found at the end of chapter XVI. For practice in
writing single suspensions, the student may take the exercises on un-
figured basses and melodies (under part II) at the endof chapters VIIIIX and X. f •



CHAPTER XVI.

COMPOUND SUSPENSIONS.

i6i. The double suspensions in most frequent use are

those which may be formed by tlie combination of the single

suspensions, 98, 43 and 78, and which, therefore, may be era-

ployed in the principal resolution of V7 (see § 145). Occasional

use is also made of the 65 suspension, but the 23 is rarely

employed, while the 45 is scarcely used at all.

Compound suspensions, whether double or triple, etc., (see

§ 144) may, as a rule, be introduced whenever the single suspen-

sions by which they are formed can be correctly employed ; one

important exception, however, will be found in the following

example, where the consecutive (perfect) fourths between the

suspending and the suspended notes are strictly Jorbiddeti.

(a)

It would not be practicable to illustrate all the possible combina-

tions of the single suspensions, nor, indeed, would any special purpose

be served by attempting to do so. Tiie principle upon which double

and triple suspensions are formed being in every case identically the

same, the student, after examining the following examples, should have

no difficulty in comprehending other compound suspensions which, from

time to time, may occur either in exercises or in musical compositions.
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162 The 9 >'^ suspension, symbol ^^, and its

4 3 '3

given in the followina example.

9 8

4 3

iS> \--'5>

I
! I

mversions are

4

|:?r^^ieil
(3 6

2 -

16?. The 7 '"^ suspension, symbol *8, and its

4 3 '3

given in the following example.

-A

*J

7 7 8

4 3

-:1--.

1

^ ^^
'^_E:'^~^i=:

4 4 G
>7 O _

_i2 :

7 6

4 -

3 4

mversions are

-,2zdrf2:r^-

rwT—r-

(i 0-
5 5 3

'^tEi^=iz=
I

-« F—s-'1^=11:^ <5>

I

Si

_t.-F:2^z:z=Rzf:z
—— Htztzzz:

6 -

5 t

"Z5'_c:2?ziz7rf|

z-zE:t:z:p_d
4'^6 8
3 4 -
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165. The following examples illustrate double suspensions

(in root position) on the tonic, formed by the use of the other

single suspensions. At a, the fifth and third are suspended, the

chord of preparation being V9 ; at ^, a double rising suspension

is shown ; at c, the very rarely employed 45 is introduced ; the

progression here, II to I, is not very good, and would be

impracticable in //le minor mode; this progression, as VI to V, in

the key of F major would be quite correct; at d, the third

in I is doubly suspended, the doubling of the third being

necessary here on account of L7, the chord of preparation, and

in order to avoid consecutive fifths.

^b) ^c) (d)

-&
„—I p-—1

--}—

^

n ?^bz^j^rzz.Vt-^X:-^2i

65 78 4575-
4 3 2 3 2 3 4 o

166. Various triple suspensions, the most important of

which are illustrated in the following example, are also in fre-

quent use.

^i) ^b) ^c) ^d)

7 9« 9 787 6-7 987o765 4^ 65
4*^ 43 2"^ 43
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(h)

i^il^ii
6 6
5 -

?, 3

9 8
7 6

5 4

The symbols for the above suspensions are as follows :
—

{a)

I

:8

'3

I

.8

VI VI
'8

(^)

'S

'3

'3

is)

'8

I-

'8

'5

'3

167. Single and double suspensions, but not triple in four-

part harmony, may be employed in connection with the domi-

nant seventh. The 78 suspension is, of course, unavailable in

this chord, while the 45 can only be well employed in conjunc-

tion with the 23.

The third in V7 is suspended at a; the fifth at b ; and the

octave at ^; at </, the root is suspended in the bass; a rising

suspension, 23, is shown at e ; and at/", g and h, double suspen-

sions are exemplified.

(") (^) ('•) (<0

i-(2 w^:^m^^M^
7 -
6 5

9 8

7 -
6 -

4 -

2 -
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z: -|:z:3zz]rfl.-z?_:c :_s*—-'

-^_.._.. ^._^__ ^.

r.-"^ -r

5 -

2 3

jC-

EEt~ir=J^rt~=iE
7 -

6 5

4 3

9 8

7 -

4 3

The symbols for the above suspensions are formed thus :

—

{a) V7, {b) V7, and so on.

168. The following examples illustrate the use of suspensions

in connection with the inversions of V7.

V7'.

^mm^s^M :-^--^-

_l

—

I

-(2-

V7-'.

-(2-^--

5 -
4 -

2 -

6 -

5 -

4 3

-(S2- -^-\ °-| "--H— I

7 -

6 -

4 -

5 -

4 -

3 3

i3:
.2?

—1-h H—|-^ H s< h-g- g-
«:zEzz? t^zBt?^ tE - ?d2Tzz B _-^E:l2?i=:z:

^r

-iS>-

6

^i^-l-L^M^^MlM'^E^l
7 6
4 -

3 -

5 -

3 -

2 -

5 6

4 -

3 -

6 6
3 -

2 -
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The .student should find little or no difficulty in forming the symbols
for the above suspensions; the principle of formation being- the same
as that for the triad and its inversions.

169. Suspensions are occasionally employed in connection
with secondary sevenths and frequently in connection with the
dominant ninth and its derivatives. At a, tlie third in Y9 is

suspended ; at d, the third in L7 ; at c, the bass in L7 : and at d,

the third and (nominal) root in L7".

(a) (h) (c) (d)

(2. \l-& n_;r—
1
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170. In all tlie above examples of compound suspensions

the notes of resolution have occurred simultaneously; these

notes, however, may occur successively^ if so desired, as shown in

the following examples.

—

1

2 L a. —^.'-^—u u r a. «

•^ F

7 9

4

- 8

3 -
7

4

(5"

2?_

9 -

7 8
4

171. When the suspended note occurs at the same pitch in

the chord which follows the suspension, the resolution of the

suspending note may be deferred. Thus, the suspension at a

may be treated with a broader effect as at b. The passage at c

contains several examples of deferred resolutions of suspensions.

(") (l>) (c)

'.-(Z—l I'll —&—

F

izpzit

-^-

-6/-

1

—

9

^---^^^^f-
-t=?^.t

7 4 6

ii=iiiil
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The figuring of the chord at * in the above example is

unquestionably of an ambiguous character, for although this

chord is in reality IV, yet at the same time it might readily be
»8 >

mistaken for IV7. The context alone will decide the real signifi-

cance of the figures. In the present instance, if the chord is

regarded as IV7 the resolution is very exceptional; furthermore,

IV7 rarely appears except in a sequence of secondary sevenths

and then it resolves on L70 ; and on the other hand, if the chord

is regarded as IV the progression to V7 is not only perfectly

natural but is also one of the strongest harmonic progressions.

172. Suspensions are frequently resolved ornamentally, a

form of resolution which has already been considered (§ 83) in

connection with fundamental discords. The ornamental resolu-

tions of suspensions in ordinary use are formed {a) by the intro-

duction of another note of the chord, and {Ji) by the employment

of auxiliary notes (§ 83). Another form of ornamental resolution

is afforded by the use of the note B, as a free auxiliary note

(see § 191).

(a) (a) (h) (h)

^ s>- a) -'5'- js)_ j^ «L j«^-

798 7 9879 879 8

173. In sequences, especially when descending, suspen-

sions may often be introduced ; roots falling a fourth and rising

a second alternately being exceptionally convenient for the em-

ployment of this form of discord. At a, b, c and d, various single

suspensions are introduced in connection with this sequence;

at e, these are united, forming a passage of double suspensions,

and concluding with a variation of the perfect cadence.
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(") (b)

::l:^|^E^^^i^|;y-||^^ .-s--

etc.x

_•—

_

etc.

-iS""

—

-«i-

-«»-

4 3 4 3 4 3

(c)

1—WJ-4

4 3 9 8 4 3

(d)

V ^^^^^m^m^^^
etc.

-5>-

-fS'

etc.

gy-j—r~f?
'^—

( n ;

—

rr?— p^
~
r'

6 5 4 3 6 5 9 8

,—P—5 -<s— m- I

—

s ' '—

I

' ' 1—

r

6 5 9 8

4 3 4 3

— (&

4 3 4 3

-y-

6 5

4 3

"(52-

174. In order to prepare a suspension, it is often necessary,

and always permissible, for a voice to chafige from one note of a

chord to another, a device which is exemplified in the rising

sequence at a ; and occasionally, provided there is a good reason

for doing so, for example, to overcome an otherwise unavoidable

difficulty, two parts are allowed to cross one another, as shown in

the sequence at b.
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175. When two or more chords of the sixth occur in succes-

sion with the bass moving conjunctly, the sixth (root), if placed

in the treble, may be suspended in each chord, forming a sequen-

tial passage, as at a.

—c— n-—r~^— "^

I— -s-
..J

7 6 6 7 6

At />, is shown another treatment of the inner parts. There

is little or no objection to the ])resence of the root in the chords

marked *, as it is a ninth bilow the suspending note, and though

approached conjunctly, yet the motion is contrary with the sus-

pension ; similar motion in this case would not be good.
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(h)

~i-

-J-

1= —I
6 76 7676 767 6

The following passage illustrates a rising sequence formed

by the use of the 76 suspension; the change of position on the

third beat of each measure is necessary in order to prepare the

succeeding suspension.

CO

m=r\

.a.

i

??_ _; :

6 6 - 7 6 7 6 7

176. Formerly, when the 76 suspension occurred on II, the

fifth of the bass was frequently added, the chord being thus con-

verted into a secondary seventh, as at *; tlie fifth, it will be seen,

moves to the third when the suspended note a])pears.

g- — '"7~~6~

The chord at * in the above example must not be regarded

as a true suspension, the slur simply nidicatcs a syncopaliou

;
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liOr does the figuring justify the presence of the fifth. When a

secondary seventh resolves in this somewhat exceptional manner

it should be figured ^ 6. L\ being the incomplete form of Vy^,

the passage has the effect, to-day, of being a variation of the per-

fect cadence preceded by II7. The close proximity of the con-

secutive fifths—between the tenor and bass—which, under other

circumstances, might be objectionable, has now no bad efTect

whatever ; the intervening chord in fact, destroys the consecu-

tiveness. Such being the case, the whole passage at a. § 175,

may be varied by the employment of secondary sevenths alter-

nating with chords of the sixth, as shown in the following example.

Ul

7 6 7 6
5 5

The student may re-write the above example introducing- syncopa-
tions in the bass simultaneously v/ith those in the treble ; and again by
introducing' syncopations in the alto simultaneously with those in the

treble and bass. Furthermore, it may here be said that many interest-

ing variations of this sequential passage may be formed by the use of

passing notes, ornamental resolutions, etc.

177. Although the examples in the present chapter (as was

the case also in the preceding chapter) have all been given in the

major mode, and almost exclusively in connection with the tonic

chord, yet, with few exceptions (due to the augmented second

between the submediant and the leading note) these examples are

equally available in the minor mode, and in the majority of cases

may be employed in connection with any major or minor com-

mon chord. At the same time, it must be remembered, that as

every common chord possesses a certain individuality peculiar to

itself, according to the key to which it belongs, so likewise the

suspensions which can be effectively employed in connection with
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a cnord vary according to the progression in which the chord

may happen to occur. For example, the progression at c, % [65,

which, as II to I, is possil)le but not good in the key of C, be-

comes acceptable and very good as VI to V in the key of F.

,
In the minor mode, in order to introduce the suspended

submediant, it is necessary to employ the subtonic, (symbol

VII, the note a tone below the tonic). The chords in which the

subtonic usually occurs are, III+, V-, VII + , and the occa-

sionally used 1 7-. Suspensions in connection with these chords

are exemplified in the following passages.

~ - ^ V^-^V V
I

-, f

4398 43 98
4 3 4 3

V- III

-J- J I I I
I

7643 6-98
5 4 3

vn+i I7-'

1 78. In harmonizing unfigured ba-sses and melodies,

before suspensions of any kind can be introduced, the chords

employed must be correct both in themselves and in relation to

one another. A progression which is bad without a suspension

is equally bad if a suspension is introduced. No new rules arise

in this connection in the matter of harmonic progressions, the
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tables in § § 74 and 75, therefore, will serve all purposes, speaking

generally, for the introduction of suspensions. Conjunct move-

ment, and this with a tendency to fall rather than to rise, is

necessarily indispensable, if suspensions are to be employed.

Harmonic progressions may be said to be welded together, as it

were, by means of suspensions, and a continuity of effect is there-

by imparted to a succession of chords which could not be

obtained otherwise. The special purpose of these discords is

to arrest the attention and to awaken expectancy, they should,

therefore, be introduced with discretion ; when employed

judiciously, they not only lend interest, but also impart strength

and character, to even the simplest passages.

SUMMARY.

§ 161. Double suspensions.

The most important are those which occur in the principal
resolution of V7.

9 S
§ 162. The ^ o suspension.

§163. " I3
"

§ 164. " ^8

§ 165. Other double suspensions.

§ 166. Triple suspensions.

§ 167. Suspensions in connection with V7.

§168. " " " " the inversions of V7.

§ 169.
" " " " V9.

§ 170. The dissonant notes resolved successively.

§171. Deferred resolutions.

§ 172. Ornamental resolutions.

§ 173. Suspensions in sequences.

S 174. Change of position and crossing of parts in order to

prepare the suspension.
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§ 175. Suspensions in a succession of chords of the sixth.

§ 176. The 7 6 on II as formerly employed.

S 177. Suspensions in the minor mode.
These are practically the same as the suspensions in the

major mode, except that it is necessary to avv^id the
interval of tlie auofmented second (\'I to L), for which
purpose the additional triads (pages 4S and 90) are
occasionally employed.

§ 178. Unfigured basses and melodies.

Suspensions may be employed when they can be properly
prepared and resolved ; but it must be remembered that
a progression which is incorrect in itself will be equally
incorrect if suspensions are introduced.

EXERCISES.

I.

I. Complete the following progressions.

. , (") (^) ^ \(c) ^ ,

(d)

1^^

l^si^#?li^=fe^l
4 6 6

2 5 -

2 -
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2. Write a chord of prep iration, and harmonize the following

suspensions. In each case give the symbol.

(<0

t —

4 3

/ -

6 5

5

4
'2

T'O

7 6

4 -

3 -

(0_ (f)_

"'^9
8

4 3

5:::|-iJ:-_iiri

7 -

6 5

4 3

-^ H^^:?

/^'^-

""($-

ro

6 -

5 4

3 -

^-
— <=^

6
4
2

:tl5*,^.

/'I

5

4
3

By transposing^ each oi the above bass-notes a minor third lower,

and at the same time retaining- the same ke}' signatures, these suspen-

sions may be worked in the relative minor keys. The leading-note in

each example will require an accidental.

Re-write the following passages each five times, introducing

(a) single suspensions in the treble, (b) in the alto, (c) in the

tenor, (d) double suspensions in the trei)Ie and tenor, and (e)

triple suspensions. Figure the chords throughout.

:^:2=: -a-v—
_±—^z-:?- tzzibi^'rr

:=C:

-&—
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q. Write, in the key of F, the double suspension 9 8 and its
^. 4 3

inversion?.

6. Ccmplete the following passage by introducing at a, b,

c, etc., the chords indicated by the symbols.

1
(<0 I 0') (c)

\ i

**

V7- V7^ I^

'3 '5 18

(d) (0 (f) oj) ' c^' r

„_^ -^- ^^

V
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lo. Figure the bass of the following passage.

tJ

-^—5

—

0-

r f2 r-"-t

—

r-r-

^^z^=t^^: —t_^^.L r-t—

r

SIZI

Add treble, alto and tenor parts to the following basses.

11.

^zlr£E£E=!^^tEE£?.^EE?EEpEEE==EEl

4 3
9 8

4 3

nd—

I

9 8 6 6 5

4 3

I©

—

7 8

4 3
7
5

12.

@Z:4E»-EEt^c=Ez'^^*E^zE^EyE^=F^E:t:|

7 6 7

4
2

7 6
4 -

3 -

6 -

4

2

6 7

4 C

9 8
4 3

5 - 5 -

2 - 3 -

2 -

EH£EE^EEE5EtEEE^EEf5E^=EEE=^~
7 - 5 -

4 - 4 -

2 - 2 -
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13.

4 3

^
9 6 4 3

.0

9 6 6 6

t5
7 7

•^? ^t
— •-

9 6 9 G 4 6 6 4
4 2

Ik—" zi[:~ ?_:

4 3

14.

p:^^f=-
6 5

4 3

-(2 —
EzeI
9 8

4 3
6 5

4 3

-f2

9 8

4 3

6 5

4 3
6 5

4 D

57 8 4
2 3 2

15.

-p-==4^r1:

i^if£?^!i!^Bi=^^^^t
6 5 4

2
7 6
5

9 8 7
6-5
4-3

7 8 6

4 3

-S=

9 8 6

4 3

7 6 5

4 - 3
$7 8 6
2 3

#:

9 8 7

7 6
6 554 5 - 56
4 3 2 2 - 4

3

7 - 36 9 8 7

5 - 7 6

3 3

6 5 6
4 3 5

2

5 6 7
4-3

9 8
4 3
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16.

%^'m^^^^^^^^^^^^
5

4 -
Q _

-46 7 7 9 9 7 7 6-5
7 4-5-

t7 8 6 9 69 6

23

9 9 446-90
7 2 5 6

7

43 2 3

^=a-i^=d-p:====:Ef^E-2-t=:f=|
^:i--lEl--Z==E=:c^:z:=

7^6 7

!;5

9 8
t- -

7 t-e

5

9 8 7 6 9 8

5 - 4 3

^'6 8' - f - 9 8
6 . r; A - 5 £7 ?

tt - 4 "*

5 6
4 -

18
«'-r-'5'—/2-DZ_"X—t-«—w- F--—

:

—^^^^' T~ir '5'"^~
Jje" T - ^87

'--TTT"' ^ **^ fi 9 3 6 8 7
o 4 i:3

19.

7 - 9 g 7 ?6

6 5 S7 ^ 4 -

7 6 6

j:4
-

3 -

-—

•

— »'_

f3 6'

4 ifs

9 8

6 -
9 8

7 6

8 7

6 5

4 -

- 5

4 53.
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7 9 6 6 56 9
6 5 4 6

4 3

6 6 6

-=:r=zi—n-q:
-^ ._*-F ^_p..^_,_,_^^3«^^^^_^

98 6 7r7« 7p6j;6 7-„87
t - 5*^5^ iiS^S— 4-'65

2 - 3 3 ^
Jf

-

II.

Harmonize the following unfigured basses.

21.

:-zj--r:=|-:-'?-9 —F-^

—

iF—i-*-F~5—1 F--^ :]-F-^—•"E'S' —
• i_z._sj—I

I— I 1.^ 1—•-!—^ —^-1—^ --1-^ '-"-p-i^^-=4: # F-P-^-}:-<g--t- F—-# F-^-^-F-<g-[-F-^-j

22.

j'-^'^zj— =1 -F—^—=^—F—"S"
—^^-[-—

:if
'^

tSt— <9-<^—\ <S> S<—

I

1

1 1 Z7-

23.
«S>—r—(=---

——P

—

^—

g

—P—(g-^-—»—F—(=^— ,; p—

I

a~~p

-—«r

24.

r3E~e=^:
2=^-

5^: -it-i^ F-'S'—>3—'S'
— --F—!—

iC

—

- ;e^?eM

^ ^ &g—^^—>——

F

1

'^ r '^—zs' r

^^-
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25.

:^=lEH==EEE=t=EEfe:?^E=^=^=i
e^t2=2=i:=^—-^;

^=^_-:£—^3E=^=

:::-—^:

—-—t—si-

26.

P-—-Jt-A—^———— P ]
"1 r

I

~r "

"I ^ [

P-^4*—v-i—»-

F

~^

—

' F~^

—

'^—!~F—I

—

\~\— F~'— *—
"^1

Harmonize the following; melodies.

p^|Ezi=S=^=3^i=^zS^gJ:^2^:SE^~t^

t=t=^=E=25^=s__

28.

KJ
^jL^ E-^ g g-F^ z^- -F - -^

—

F ^-pz

t;
-zSeSe^L?^?e£^=Ei?-s=^^

29,

?^i§JLyE^'^y=^^^lEiEE^=Hizi
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^??j:|g=^3^=g:^;?i^'i^:|^gr^Ei§*±r^

-5'—•-F-'g—p—
t^*

31.

T^zb=fzig_fcipJg-^- p3»z:j=;=j=^z=-

32.

l2

N-

il^fT*!-.^
t;

Add a figured bass and two upper parts to the following

given inner parts, the syncopated notes to be treated as suspen-

sions. Write in open score.

33.

l^^^—4^^-f-i^~^^^^~F-^—3-—
-'—E~i—«— •— • F

•p •» ^-^-— F
! f^

— * F*— g^—*-[- •—
-f^zt:=:t:-

E

fe±^~r£_E ---^~—EiE'E5£^El£5£EPiE'-E.-

B
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34.

35.

-•=»-#-F-^

36.

j-i—g—4:-|—r~i~
I

—— I—— I—— I——— I— r"i-
;

—^'

-1"—'-a—a—^~l F—h—r—a —F—a-B"^ 1—-i~F 1

—

m 1

^—a —f—I '-—

F

—t^—P—*—p- -g-g^-^^ —#—P—# -F

Clothe the following blank rhythms with harniony, intro-

ducing suspensions of as varied a character as possible. Each

rhythm may be worked in both modes.

37.

a I

I

I I 1

I
I I I I 1

.-<5>\-'^ -<&-<& -\ —<9 (St—\-iS-<S-<S— 1

—

& &-\ G-&—G-

I
!

I

38.

4_ I I ' I

I

i I
I I 1 I

I

' '

I

I
I

1 ! .
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39. •

'
! I I ! 1

I

H-'I'-'-'l

0—0 —0- --Si

40.

fill'l ''III- lllllllll

'
1 , M

I

I I ^ i
I

!
' L I

1 1 I I I I

I i|
I i— •-•=-<& « • •- P-S- • -• # P-O-*

I • # # P

41. Compose a double chant in the key of E flat, modu-
lating to the dominant in the second phrase and to the relative

minor in the third, and introducing compound suspensions.

42. Write a passage in the key of C sharp minor, introducing

various suspensions, examples of fundamental discords, and
modulations to attendant keys.



CHAPTER XVII.

AUXILIARY NOTES.

179. The notes immediately above and below any given

note are called, respectively, its upper and lozver auxiliary

notes (§ § 122 and 144). These auxiliary notes, having been

considered in their connection with suspensions, will now be

considered in their capacity of ornamental notes.

Auxiliary notes, whether employed as suspensions or otherwise,
are als.i called unessential discords, in order to distinguish them from
the seventh and ninth in fundamental discords, which, being character-
istic notes cf the chord, are called essential discords.

Under the heading of auxiliary notes are included :

—

(Turning notes.

Changing notes.

Passing notes.

Appoggiaturas.

Anticipations.

Retardations.

To the above are sometimes added Arpeggios and Pedals. The
arpeggio, however, is a device emp'.oj'ed— litce auxiliary notes— to lend
variety and to add interest to an otherwise simple succession of chords ;

while the pedal is a sustained dissonant note entirely distinct from all

other discords. Arpeggios and pedals, together with certain chromatic
chords (originally derived — it is presumed—from auxiliary notes) will be
considered in the following chapter.

Although passing notes—the most frequently employed form of
auxiliary notes—were in use, as a matter of fact, prior to suspensions,
and suspensions, as has already been stated (g 144), prior to fundamental
discords, yet it is customary to treat of these chords in the order adopted
in the present work.

In counterpoint, the historical influence of these unessential discords
is still to be seen, for passing notes are employed in the second and
third species, while suspensions appear for the first time in the fourth
species ; the fifth species (florid counterpoint) consisting of the judicious
employment of both suspensions and passing notes.
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1 80. Discords by transition constitute the most important

class of auxiliary notes; they are sub-divisible, as stated above,

into turning, changing and passing notes.

A turning note* is the name given to an auxiliary note,

which, having been introduced after a consonant note, imme-

diately turns back to that consonant note ; a turning note, there-

fore, is invariably approached and quitted conjunciiy. The
following examples illustrate the use of the upper auxiliary note,

treated as a turning note, to the third, the fifth and the octave

in the chord of C. At a, s the unadorned common chord of

C; dii b, c, d and e, turning notes are shown in the treble, alto,

tenor and bass respectively; at/, g and //, double turning notes

are introduced, these being always effective when they move m
consecutive thirds or sixths; not only must consecutive fifths

and octaves be avoided but consecutive fourths also, as at /;

at/, turning notes are shown in all three upper parts, and here

the consecutive fourths between the treble and alto are good,

since with the moving tenor part on the second and third beats

the effect is that of two chords of the sixth occurring on a sus-

tained bass note, the bass in this case being, to all intents and

purposes (see § 203), a pedal no;e.

• 00 00 0-) 00 O)

III
'p— n—

p

"n~z7 n' *~*~ g'~n~z? 'i

.^—W—^--:W-^^—n-^~—- n=*.^»3f5:|

898 343 565
* By most authorities ' turning- notes ' arf known and called by the

g-eneral name of auxiliary notes ; it is, however, both convenient and
desirable to employ a particular name for each class into which these
auxiliary d scords may be divided. The sig^nificance of the term
'turning,' which is here suggested and employed, the author believes,

for the first time, can scarcely be misunderstood, for not only does this

form of auxiliary note turn back instead of proceeding onwards, as in

the case of 'passing notes,' but by so doing it also forms part of the
ornament commonly called a 'turn.'
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diatonically as at j, such a movement, however, would savor

of strict counterpoint rather than of modern harmony.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

—Jl
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183. The upper and lower auxiliaries of a consonant note

may also occur in combination, provided that at least one

characteristic note of the chord is sustained throughout, as

shown at a; at ^, however, the additional auxiliary note in the

bass forms, with the upper parts, an independerii chord, namely

V7', and such a chord is commonly called a 'passing chord,'

or, in this case, it might be called a turning chord, (the signifi-

cance of the term 'passing six-four,' § 69, will now be seen); at

c, two such ch(.rds are introduced, the treble here consisting of

a turn, the bass an inverted turn, and the alto a short shake.

At d, the turning notes form with the sustained bass note a

chord of the diminished seventh ; this, however, is a fortuitous

chord, for D sharp must not be regarded as the nominal root,

nor must B be regarded as the generator.

(") (/') ^^) {d>,

»—•—«>— —^_«_^_:d— ^_«_|^_«_(5)_.D— •--+**—«'-

184. Auxiliary notes are frequently approached and occa-

sionally quitted by disjunct movement. If the lower auxiliary

is approached conjunctly, it may at once proceed to the upper,

and vice versa, provided that the intervening consonant note is

then immediately heard ; the auxiliaries, in this case, are called

clianging notes.
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Changing notes may be introduced, either when a conso-

nant note is repeated, as at a and b, where the note C is heard

on both the first and fourth beats of the measure, or, when the

succeeding consonant note is at the interval of a third above

or below the first, as c and d. These changing notes are exem-

plified in the treble only, but they may be freely employed in

any part.

('t) 00 (')
^

\
1

('^)

^ u ^ u_^ H 6*-

185. An auxiliary note, instead of returning, may pass

onwards to the nearest consonant note; when treated thus,

auxiliary notes are caWtd passhig notes.

Passing notes, the most frequently employed, and the

most important form of discord by transition, may be either

diatonic or chromatic, and may occur on either an accented or

an unaccented beat. An opportunity is afforded for the em-

ployment of passing notes when the position of a chord is

changed, as at a. At b, c and </, passing notes are introduced

in the treble, alto and tenor parts respectively ; double passkig

notes are shown at e\ and at/, passing notes occur in each

part; the consecutive fifths in this last example (between the

alto and tenor, are not objectionable, the fifth above L being

diminished.

('0
,

(b)
,

(c) (d) .

—©I—II-- _^--U- _ ^-111'
I

'

V n-2? -n-;s< n— i^
-•-

g" d z.s)—---!^ u _zir=z=r^ro ^s--
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(f)
-A- -^-.

:^zziz n—

»

—•

In the following passage, at * * is exemplified the use of

accented passing notes.

1 86. It is necessary to exercise care in the employment of

these discords, for a progression which is correct without them

7nay be rnade incorrect \i they are injudiciously introduced. The

progression at a, as it stands, is good (§ 65), if, however, a

passing note is introduced in the bass, as at b, objectionable

consecutive fifths will arise between the extreme parts. Again,

a bad progression will not be made good by the employment of

passing notes; the progression at c is bad (§ 65), and that at d^

with a passing note in the treble is not any better, even though

the hidden fifths between the extreme parts are approached

conjunctly, and quite irrespective of the consecutive fifths be-

tween the treble and alto.

(a) (b) (c)

-&• —

F

(d)

t-

zEi^iiiiiii^iiiil
6 - 6 6
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A passing note should not approach a sustained consonant

note by the interval of a second, as at <?, unless it is for the

express, though somewhat rare purpose of passing through it,

and thus crossing the parts, as aXf.

^^=^- -i-n-
:#^;5=m=4;^*=i=^-t=^:

:__

^

—b <s

When two passing notes occur in succession, as at g, the

second of the two tnust in no case be treated as a turning note.

Passing notes must invariably pass onwards, turning notes

alone can return.

(ii)

If the B in the above passage were flattened, the fiist chord

would become a varied form of Vy, and as such the progression

would be quite correct.

187. In the minor mode, in order to avoid the augmented

second (between -VI and L), recourse is made to the melodic

form of the scale, which may be freely employed for this pur-

pose, provided that the chords themselves are constructed from

the harmonic form of the scale (§ 2)i)- Thus, at a, the ascend-

ing form of the scale (with +VI) is employed; at b, the

descending form (with VII; is employed, notwithstanding that

the passing notes ascend; at ^, +V1 is shown in connection

with the dominant seventh; and at d, VII, in both treble and

tenor, in connection with the subdominant chord.
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1S9. In the following example various auxiliary notes are

introduced in the bass; the tenor, in this case, is written on the

treble s<ave in order that space may be obtained for the letters

' p,' 'c' and ' t,' here employed to indicate respectively the

passing, changing and turning notes, as they occur in the bass.

9 - 6 -

The student should examine the above passag-e very carefully, and
should pa\- especial attention to the fig-uring-. which, on account of the

suspensions, is somewhat complex. The lalse relation between the last

auxiliary note—F sharp - and the F natural in the alto, should also

be noticed ; no bad effect arises in this case as there is no change of

chord (§ 56j, the F sharp being a chromatic auxiliary note.

190. Chromatic passing notes, both ascending and de-

scending, are illustrated in the following example in connection

with the chord of C; at a, in the treble; at i>, in the alto; and at

c, in the tenor. The passing notes at a and i may be effectively

combined as at ^/; those at a and c, however, must not be com-

bined on account of the consecutive fourths which would arise

between two moving parts; nor, moreover, those at d and c, on

account of the resultant consecutive fifths.
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191. When two notes occur in succession at the interval

of a second apart, it is evident that a diatonic passing note

cannot be employed between them; thus, in the imperfect

cadence at a, it would be impracticable to introduce a passing

note in the treble. The upper auxiliary note to the first note,

when—as in the present instance—it falls one degree may,

however, be introduced as at b. The auxiliary note in this

case may be regarded as being a free treatment of the turning

notes, as shown at c ; it may, therefore, be called a jree or

disjunct turning note. At d, free turning notes are introduced in

both treble and alto.

An interesting point arises in this connection. If the

changing notes at e, marked * *, are re-written, as at /. and at

the same time a passing note, D, is introduced in the bass,
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together with a turning note, B, in the tenor, then on the third

beat of the measure a passing chord appears, and in this case

it is an independent chord, V-, and must be so regarded; the

D, in the treble, therefore, which was dissonant before is now
consonant, while the succeeding note, E, is now dissonant,

whereas before it was consonant. From either point of view,

the auxiliary notes are correct, those at /, marked * *, being

free turning notes.

(e) (f)

I
I

I

i I I I
I I I—m— 1—«— I

1
— n--i|—• 1—«— I '-

6

i

-.—-fz:

Further examples of free turning notes are illustrated at g,

where the lower auxiliary of the succeeding consonant note is

introduced; at h, where the same note is employed to form an

ornamental resolution in connection with a suspension ; at /,

where the upper auxiliary of the succeeding consonant note is

introduced ; and aty, where the employment of the auxiliary

note is the converse of that at b. The treatment of the

auxiliary note at y, it may be said, is of rare occurrence; this

progression may be compared with that at c, § 123.

(g) 00 0) 0)

pqipiz—Di:]=q7r:.^-

-z5<—

I
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4 2 5 7
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192. Auxiliary notes are frequently approached disjunctly,

but, with the exception of the changing and the free turning

note, they are rarely quitted disjunctly. When so approached,

except in the case of the second of two changing notes, an

auxiliary note is called an Appoggiatura, (It. appoggiare, to

lean upon). Appoggiaturas, like passing notes, may be either

accented or unaccented, and either diatonic or chromatic. If

the lower auxiliary is employed, it is usually a semitone below

the consonant note, except in the case of the third of a major

common chord, when it may be either a tone or a semitone.

Unaccented appoggiaturas of very short duration are often

written as ' grace notes,' especially in instrumental music ; they

are then called Acciaccaturas (It. acciaccare, to crush).

Accented appoggiaturas are exemplified at a, and un-

accented at b, in connection with the chord of C.

At c, chromatic appoggiaturas are exemplified, and although

E is the major third of the chord, yet D natural would not be

correct in this case, for the reason given in § 181.

(0
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The use of chromatic appoggiaturas frequently necessitates

the skip of an augmented interval; such skips are of common

occurrence in instrumental music, but they are rarely employed

in vocal music.

The student will do well to avoid altogfether such skips for the

present, and to employ appogjfiaturas, especially when chromatic, in

the treble part alone.

Double appoggiaturas, of which the six-four at d^ § 69, is

an example, are often employed in connection with the perfect

cadence, as at d; these are sometimes, though incorrectly,

called unprepared suspensions. It will be seen that instead of

a double suspension, which might have been employed in this

example, the dissonant note in each case is transferred to

another part.

I I

7 9 «
7 ^

193. An Anticipation is the name given to a dissonant

note introduced into one chord and immediately preceding the

same note, as a consonant note, in the succeeding chord. An

anticipation is frequently used in the perfect cadence, as at a;

and sometimes double and triple anticipations are employed, as

at b and c.

r«;<
^—^^-^-l

-w^.

tj

—-^-r l-n—^^— -^- -J-,

a>
£2

1

I

•

(2-

(2-
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Anticipations may be written, as at d, or the syncopations

may be om tted, and the passage written as at e. When thus

employed, the anticipation may be said to be the converse of a

suspension.

• (''y » * «

—J—.-J-si- l^i^H

^^=^S^[rf=|r

etc

z?

194. A Retardation is the name given to a dissonant note

introduced into a chord by being sustained or held over from

one chord to which it belongs into another to which it does not

belong; in this respect it resembles a suspension; it differs,

however, from a suspension in the manner in which it proceeds.

A retardation moves disjunctive whereas the movement in a

suspension is always conjunct. Retardations are sometimes

called 'driving note^,' and sometimes 'lagging notes,' names

with practically opposite meanings, and yet both more or less

characteristic of this form of discord.

Retardations are exemplified in the following passage.

a_---=t=i^i:r=2b_--=S-_?_u_^_

1—^ r" f^ ^ v^—^^ _j p ^ ...J c —

-

1 I I i
'
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Retardations, it may be said, are not of frequent occurrence, and
the student will do well for the present to avoid their use as far as
possible : anticipations, on the other hand, may be employed with com-
parative freedom.

195. In harmonizing melodies which contain what are

apparent auxiliary notes, it is often possible to treat even the

simplest diatonic passages in a variety of ways. Thus, the

melodic fragment at a, which is harmonized in perhaps the

most natural manner at b, might appear in the varied form

shown at c, the same harmonies being employed, as shown at

d; but to harmonize the fragment as at e, though possible,

would not, generally speaking, be good, the three short eighth-

note chords on the second part of the measure not being in

uniformity with the immediately preceding long syncopated

half-note chord; the passage will be far more effective as at/,

where double turning notes are introduced on the second beat

for the purpose of imparting continuity of movement. Another

treatment of this passage is shown at g, where the eigh:h-note

figure in the bass antidpaies that in the treble, or, in other

words, the figure in the treb'e imitates that in the bass; a

similar effect of imitation is shown at //; here a passing modula-

tion is made to the key of F, and the G on the third beat (in

the treble) may be regarded as being ornamentally deferred in

reso'ution. At /, the sustained G is harmonized as a cadential

six-four, the inner parts being varied by the addition of auxiliary

notes; and at /, the G is treated as an inverted pedal note

(§ 203), passing chords of sixth being employed in the lower

parts.

.^__ C'O W (O
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196. In the employment of the auxihary notes which have

so far been considered, it is of primary importance to remem-

ber that they should be introduced with a certain degree of

regularity. To employ several of such ornaments in quick suc-

cession for a few measures, and then not to employ any at all

for two or three beats, would probably result in a spasmodic

and very inartistic efTect. No actual rules can be laid down

in this connection. Good ta.^te, inborn in some musicians and

acquired by others, can be the only guide. In common

time, unaccented auxiliary notes may most naturally be intro-

duced between the second and third beats and between the

fourth and first beats, and when thus employed, and not
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Otherwise, as a general rule, they may also be employed between

the first and second, and between the third and fourth beats.

The old ballad melodies frequently furnish excellent illustrations

of the effective employment of auxiliary notes, especially passing

notes, and an examination of a few of these airs and other

secular tunes should be of much advantage in the study of this

subject.

SUMMARY.

§ 179. Auxiliary notes generally.

Emplo3ed chiefly for the purpose of ornament.

§ 180. Turning notes (the upper auxiliary).

§ 181. Turning notes (the lower auxiliary).

§ 182. The turn.

§ 183. Compound turning notes.

§ 184. Changing notes.

Proceeding from the upper to the lower auxiliary, or vice

versa.

§ 185. Passing notes.

The most important form of discord by transition.

§ 186. Incorrect use of passing notes.

§ 187. Passing notes in the minor mode.
The melodic form of the scale is freely employed in order

to avoid the interval of the augmented second.

§ 188. Compound passing notes.

These occasionally result in fortuitous chords.

§ 189. Example illustrating the use of discords by transition.

§ 190. Chromatic passing notes.

§ 191. Free (or disjunct) turning notes.

Employed ornamentally between two notes a second apart.
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§ igz. The Appoggiatura.

i; 193. The Anticipation.

§ 194. The Retardation.

§ 195. The treatment of auxiliary notes in melodies.

The simplest diatonic passages may often be harmonized
in a variety of ways.

§ 196. On the employment of auxiliary notes in composition.

EXERCISES.

I.

I. Mark, employing the letters, t, c and p, the turning,

changing and passing notes in the following passage.

-.-4

.H5=t:it-r=t:=t-:FE±=iE-t=t=fzt=^
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2. Re-write the treble of the following passages, and intro-

duce auxiliary notes of various kinds; each example may be

worked in several diflferent ways.

00

£^2 ^d^
-A-bz]z:F=:^z==l-z,=|:::?i*—a ——^—z]—p—i—I—i—P—i—^—^—C v-

3. Describe the errors in the following passage.
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I—t-
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4. Complete the scale passages in the following example,

employing the melodic form of the scale of C minor in each case.

(c) (d)

12=5:
-<^ 1-

U-'
\^^*

5. Compare and explain the treatment of the notes in the

treble in the following examples.

^^. -0-»-J-m-

^ ^ -5*

>-• J I

^^—»—=sr.
i-Xrt

t_*=t:r'iztz:t:=H=t:
-a— —

^

ig^iil
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6. Re-write the following exercise, introducing passing and
turning notes in all parts.

-ff+f ^^—7n—-I—

^

%J
HiiiSg^liiE&lSfli

-"—'^-fY-^

g- o

_?-t=:

^

-^

Add treble, alto and tenor parts to the following basses.

7.

Il m-»—*—»-m- 1-» h I ^^— i-f-»-• *— ^ * P-*=g-*-^ ^-*—

=

F
G

y_G- 4-3-6

£l^z^J=f=^zlLt=Fi^fc?zzr3=

8 —
ii.')
—

CSS3 3
J3'>
-

3 —
2 —

3 —
2 —

EE-ESErM:
:l=:

t=t: ^^i=iz:Eir^^=f

4 til G
3 3 2 -

I Continued on next pag-e).

4 3 —
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8.— Continued.

03=
6—65

!Z5

l^^^i^3^=i^E^z^^9—6
3 4 6
3

-^^
8 98 7 87 434:^ 3

6 7 6 5 6.

5

4 3

X^
%=zpz|;-S^fE^=|:^--Z=g4=£=3z:r;=4

:c55

^=i=«=;;=i

42346- 6-0-6-
34 3 8 4 - 3
2- 4 3

:EtE'

=t

434
H 5

t'^^
9 7 8 - ::4 -

J;4 2 2 3

^-r-r-r=^
6- 9j;7 8-4- 6

4—223 3G53 3 3

^m-
^-=-t-.

4236 6 -

t=t 1^3^ :=4=5-

7 434:^34 3

7 - () - 5 -

5 3 4 2 3-
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10.

g;e=^^E^=^y'::'='£*E?*E^t=^=iE?=*EF|

11.
m ^-a -

6 -

6 5

-^— I— I—

[

— I—#-i—F-^-^-

6 -

i—<9—0—^--0—^-
-g:p=t:-^-^ -|L|

6 5

4 2
- 6

6 -

13^_#— I— I—p_|

—

6 7 ?

4 -J^ -

^-

4 32 3"
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Pt^:^:i;
_,

—

{-Y--0-

--^ « —.0-9 C-i ^B—1—^^—

'

9 6

[9-8

4 — :2;3

For the purpose of practice, the above fisrured basses may be

transposed to other keys, e, g, a second (major or minor) above or

•below, and in some cases a third (major or minor) above or below.

The Exercises should occasionally be worked in open score By

omitting the figures, advanced students may work the exercises as

"unfiTiired basses.
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II.

Harmonize the following unfigured basses and melodies,

introducing auxiliary notes (chiefly passing notes), suspensions

and fundamental discords.

13.

^^^^^^iE^^=^^E£^^^^^^E^^

14. _.^

:i^i~«:fii=—*:

15. Hymn tune. L.M.

s*--- ?=S-p-«

U--.--=|E|^^^E5Z|£fegii|lEii

16.

1
5^— 1 ^- I —fi » I 1^

f.
—-0--g—w—0—0-y^-t^—-i— ^ii—I—i;^^ :^^^

^•^-!r^'^*~*=^^'*>^-*-^"H^#=^^=^"*-[^-3-r:
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17. _^ ^
?-*t— tf

- 1— I— I

—

V-'—\—}--**-%• ^z:»~*i?rl:~Ei? i
—*^^-

--->f *
#-t>^ -•---! -S#—

*

1

—

18. ^BMii^ .^ tt

'j_Z—5—^—y B"! -^ • ~ *"
'

'— I

—

*—}—*^'
I

.

^
—'— '— '—*—

r

^^^4E^-§-

^.S

:-t-2—r— 1— I— I—•—• -i — m-a'\—F—\—F 0—'—^— I

—

I—
^-»-!7-l ^-!

;»_,-•-._,
'[—t-i--f -^f-f-0

-

*ft;"»t" I

—^l.-i—---;-^—: -—Z5>-T-

19.

^^E^Eg^^^P^fll^^^^^z^EgE^El

^^Ei«EHi^iz=ie^li E~5z:
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20.

;^=;^=»~.^^.z^j-^ij|-g3=i=^=iq;

lll^lEi^^^&^tilE^l^

21.

.-j-^ -U*— I

—

[--> .
1
——,

—

—]— U-W---0—ia-H»
r-?

--—- f-i

—

---rf-^--- Ei^F^fiFr-^-^Et=f
-

^zq-~^-rz:zrT^:r-»-^-»zzaz=i^r~—
f^-f=*=Er»:

22

->-*^
,

:-;r -•_•-•—!

V

tJ

Si^^gTl^

:^*z:»_,_s=2_E=i]_^^_j*?5^^-t--^;riz»-
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23.

24

:2:

=E5zZ?E^'EEr=Efe?EEEzS=EE"tfc^

r—*-l 1 ^-t/—\ 1 • * 1
1 m -I 1 \ 1 »—4-

— »jj*
—0—v*»—'—y-0:^-0^**^—r i~!—'

—

'**— Jl^t~z:l

25. Harmonize the following florid melody, employing one

chord only in each measure.

**- t
=5-t^t:t:-t:tE[=E^fzfzt=t=-,L-=EtEEiEEE

:iy»z5f=i-t^s-zir-[^i=—=——=r_—==—*.
pi— I— I—I—|—

p-P'i
—*

—

•

—

f
—#-»«-'- ^—»—

*

_|—

kiiliiiimitaiiBi mini MUM '

'^mtimMaimmii^^im
'

lJ
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26. Convert the following passage into an interesting melody
by the use of auxiliary notes, and then harmonize the same.

- 7
1

— 'g—
I
—z?—

r

—

a—, :

Yi^^~^

27. Write a short tonal sequence in the key of E, the model

to consist of four chords and to include at least one passing (or

turning) note between the beats.

28. Clothe the following blank rhythm with harmony, the

upper line to represent the treble and the lower line the bass.

29. Compose a long metre hymn tune, (see Ex. 15) in the

key of D fiatj employing only common chords and their inver-

sions, and introducing unessential discords continuously through-

out.

30. Write a passage in the key of G sharp minor, in 6-8

time, introducing examples of all the discords which have so far

been considered.



CHAPTER XVIII.

EXTRANEOUS MODULATION.

197. In natural modulation, the new key is invariably one

of the attendant keys (§ 54). The attendant keys are also

called keys oifirst relatio7iship, in order to distinguish them from

certain other keys, known as keys of second relationship. Keys

which have no relationship to a given key are said to be foreign

to it. Both second relationship and foreign keys are included

under the name of extraneous keys (§ 99).

The keys in second relationship with a given major key

are the major keys on the major and minor mediant and on the

major and minor submediant, together with the minor keys on

the tonic and suhdominant. The keys in second relationship

with a given minor key are the major keys on the tonic and

dominant only. The keys in second relationship with C major,

therefore, are E major, E fiat major, A major, A fiat major, C
minor and F minor. Those in second relationship with C minor

are C major and G major.

198. Gradual modulation from a given major key to any

extraneojis major key may, with one exception, be effected by

employing the following four chords :

—

a. The original tonic.

I). An intermediate chord.

c. The new V7, which is often inverted.

d. The new tonic.

The intermediate chord is usually a minor triad, the root

and fijth of which are common to both keys.

In gradual modulation from a given minor key, it is often

desirable to introduce after the original tonic either V+ or VI +,

and then regarding this chord as a new tonic, the chord at b may

be employed, followed by the new V7 and then the new tonic.
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In proceeding to a minor key, the same chords may be em-

ployed as in proceeding to a major, with the exception that the

final chord must, of course, be minor.

The one exception, to which reference was made above,

occurs when the new tonic is an augmented fourth or diminished

fifth above (or below) the given tonic ; in this case, either IV or

V may be employed after the original tonic, and then regarding

this chord as a new tonic, the chord at b may be employed, and

so on.

In gradual modulation there must be no chromatic changes

whatever, but the enharmonic change of an entire chord, such as

from F sharp major to G flat major, is often necessary in pro-

ceeding tu a distant key.

The following example illustrates gradual modulation from

the key of C to all the extraneous major keys. At a, V, instead

of III, might have been taken as the ambiguous chord; and at

^, IV, instead of II, might have been so employed.

^ ^_ (fO ^_

^=i- E|^^^_Fg-B_g- E i-i=bg : B:-f -ES-i=E
I I

'^
I

I

i 1 I
i

I I
I t,^ I I

i

I

I

I

7 5 75

~|EEEfe'4.-|-J#=Li::'^z&:s:3:E:i::s^-^

111 ! 1

I

1

fJELs=^_-E—zBii?-;^.E--?-^_ztiizr-
75 7

(::5)
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The student should commit the above example to memory, and
should especially notice the relationship between the chord of C and
the intermediate chord in each case. The intermediate cliord may
perhaps be the better remembered by the use of a symbolic formula,
such as the following' :

—

When I is 2- employ IV-,

that is to say, when the new tonic is a minor second (above the original
tonic) employ a minor chord on the subdominant (as the intermediate
chord).

199. Sudden modulation to an extraneous key may be
effected by proceeding from the original tonic to the new V7
immediately, if the roots of the two chords are more than a
tone apart ; if the roots are a tone or semitone apart, then either

IV or V, whichever is the more convenient, may be employed
(after the original tonic) to precede the new V7.

The following example illustrates sudden modulation from

the key of C to all the extraneous major keys. In proceeding to

the new V7, it will be seen that one or more parts move chro-

matically, and that one or more parts remain stationary, while the
other parts move as smoothly as possible. The enharmonic
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change of an entire chord is sometimes necessary in proceeding

to a distant key.

-S^EEiEEB^E^zE :z1±r:qz-i

,11*^
I

I

^
I 1 1 II

I

•

I
I L I

, . ,

>6 t^5 6 if 76 t^5 ' j;6

75 5 75 4
73 3

;2_P_L
-I

—

77
75

<=? a
';ig—

I

-|2—

f

&i;^
5

«5

i-4;3^l-.g:B

200. Transition, or passing into the new key without the
use oj the dominant chord, or of any chord derived from the domi-
nant, IS exemphfied in the following passage. The enharmonic
change to the key of E is here necessary in order to avoid the
key of F flat, a key not recognized in music. Changes of key by
transition almost invariably occur in connection with keys of
second relationship.
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C major A flat major, E major.

:d:

--^f--

-fe.

:i|5EE^E^i^*='^=="*~=ti!22?_-bi-

1

-*-^ 5*—

t

-J-r

20I. Many interesting real sequences may be formed by

modulation. In the following examples, a and b are variations

of the dominant sequence ; ^ is a rising sequence, and d and e are

founded respectively upon the first and last modulations in the

example in § 198.

(h)

;-st

etc.
I

etc.

-2z?'

1
'

'

i

5^-
etc-

The enharmonic chang^es in the following examples are rendered

necessary in order to avoid keys with more than seven sharps or flats ;

such changes must not be regarded as enharmonic modulation, a sub-

ject to which reference has been made in Chapter XIV', but which will

be considered in detail in Part III.
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Modulations aie occasionally effected by the use of Vg, L7 and
L70 ; tlie student, however, will do well to confine his attention to the

jse of Vjj until he has mastered the various kinds of modulation which
3ave so far been considered ; and to employ other chords derived from
V, only when he feels assured that they can be introduced with yuod
jffect in the place of the more conventional V-j.

202. An Arpeggio is the name given to the notes of a

:hord when heard in succession. The term arpeggio is derived

"rom the Itahan urj^a, a harp, on whirh instrument it is customary

:o play chords in this manner. Arpeggios are employed for the

purpose of ornamentation, and since they have already .been

exemplified in § § 69, 73, 83 and 91, h will be necessary now

only to state the conditions under which they are employed, and

these may be briefly summed up in the rule that a progression

which is incorrect in itself is equally incorrect if converted into

an arpeggio.

There are doubtless many exceptions to this rule in the works of

the g-reat masters, and especi;.lly in instrumental compositions, where
arpeg^g-ios often of a very elaborate character are introduced ; the
student, however, should only employ arpeggios in acco.-dance with
the above rule, at least for the present.

The arpeggio in the treble at a, is incorrect, on account of

the doubled L, and the consecutive octaves with the tenor; these
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taults are corrected ai b \ at c, although there are no direct con-

secutives, yet the effect is very bad ; this effect is represented at

d; at e, the effect is good, notwithstanding that a C is heard in

the treble against the sustained C in the bass, followed, on the

fourth beat, by an F in the treble against the sustained F in the

bass ; the effect of the passage may be represented by either the

progression at/, or that at ^.

0^)

'5>-

"3?-

203. A Pedal (Lat. /«, a foot) is the name given to a note

which is sustained through a succession of three or more chords.

The term is also employed in reference to certain chords, and

also in reference to the passage which is constructed upon or in

connection with the sustained note.
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The origfin of the term ' pedal ' is probably to be found in org-an

music, in which the bass of the iiarmony is usually played on the pedals,

and in which pedal passag-es are of common occurrence ; such passajjes,

indeed, are often called 'organ points,' the term 'point' indicating- a

note, as in counterpoint, which is a contraction of point-counter-point,

that is to say, note-against-note.

Pedal notes most frequently occur in the bass, cither I or

V, and rarely any other note, being employed for this purpose.

When occurring in any part other than the bass, the sustained

note is called an inverted pedal. If two pedal passages are intro-

duced into a composition, one on V and the other on I, that on

I should appear last. Occasionally both V and I are employed

simultaneously as a double pedal, in this case I must, of course,

be placed below V. Pedal passages usually commence and

almost invariably conclude with a chord of which the pedal note

forms an essential part.

A pedal chord is the name given to a fundamental discord

whose root (or generator) is the perfect fifth of the pedal note

over which it occiirs. The pedal chord at a, is Vy^ ; at l>, V7-

;

and at c, L7.

(") (l>) (c)^mm^m --^-

.^

;i;
5^
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An inverted pedal is exemplified at d, and a double pedal at

e \ the chord at * is an inversion of the German form of the aug-

mented sixth, a chromatic chord which is explained in § 208.

The following example illustrates a dominant pedal, followed

by a tonic pedal, with a modulation over each.

=-)-j—
p-g p-^—j—;j— p p

—

-—^—n—
I

^^»-f -

g^-^—-.•fj* -p—'^'^— gf? F~g *— g"~
I

T^T

1

—

^-fS

--I -•- ^ I

f;^!—=^^~:^^
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204. When the pedal occurs in the bass, the part immediately

above the pedal becomes for the time being the real bass, and

must follow the rules which relate to bass progressions. If a

pedal note is extended for several measures, it is often more con-

venient to figure this, usually the tenor part, instead of figuring

the bass—the pedal. The chords employed in a pedal passage

should as much as possible be confined to the key to which the

pedal belongs ; modulations to closely related keys are permis-

sible, but in every case they should be transient.

A pedal note, instead of being sustained, may be contmually

repeated, either on successive beats or alternate beats, or by the

use of syncopations betwetn beats. These repetitions may also

be varied by the use of auxiliary notes, while, especially in instru-

mental music, the pedal note often appears in the form of an ex-

tended shake ; when thus treated it is called di florid pedal.

205. The constant use of the same auxiliary note or notes

in connection with frequently employed harmonic progressions

will give rise to certain chords, which, although introduced

in the first instance as fortuitous chords, will in due course be-

come independent and generally accepted chords. Such chords

will be chromatic chords if one or more chromatic auxiliary

notes are employed.

Althoiig'h the chromatic element in harmony will be considered in

detail in Part III of this work, yet it will be advisable to refer in the
present chapter to a few of those chords, the origin of which is pre-
sumably due to the employment of chromatic auxiliary notes.

The chromatic chords in most frequent use are

The Augmented triad,

The Neapolitan sixth,

The Augmented sixth,

The Primary seventh, and

The Diminished seventh.

Seme of these chords, namely, the Aug^mei.teJ triad, the German
sixth (a form of the aug-mented sixth), and the Diminished seventh play
a ver)' important part in enharmonic modulation, a subiect which will
also be considered in Part III.
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206. The Augmented triad usually occurs on I, as at n,

'and on V, as at b, in the major mode ; and it is often employed in

connection with V7, as at r; it is also found occasionally on IV

of the maj'^r mode, but not on any other note, and not in the

minor mode at all except in its normal position on III.

A chord having the appearance of being the first inversion

of the augmented triad on III of the minor mode is shown at d\

this, however, is an independent chord (the dominant minor

sixth, V6-) and will be considered in due course (in Part III)

under the heading of ' Modified chords.' It is frequently em-

ploye<f in conjunction with V7, as at e. The progressions at d

and e should be compared with those b and c.

207. The Neapolitan sixth occurs on IV in both modes;

it is chiefly employed as a pre-cadential chord, and usually pro-

ceeds to a cadential six-four as at «, or to V7 directly as at ^, or,

occasionally to V, as at c. These progressions are equally avaih

<ible in the minor mode.
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t^6 6 7 76 7 [76

The false relation between the treble and tenor at c is not

objectionable, as it does not suggest ambiguous tonality. The
somewhat exceptional interval of a diminished third in the treble

in this progression should not pass unnoticed. The perfect

cadence, when preceded by the Neapolitan sixth, as at (^ and ^,

on account of the peculiar plaintive effect, is sometimes called the

Pathetic cadence.

The best progressions to the Neapolitan sixth are from I and

Is and possibly IV, in the major mode, and from the same

chords, together with VI and possibly IIo\ in the minor. The
sixth in this chord is almost invariably the best treble note, and

the bass should always be doubled.

The correct symbol for the Neapolitan sixth is -11+ '
\ but

N6 may, if preferred, be employed instead.

208. The chord of the Augmented sixth most frequently

occurs on -VI, the minor second above V, in both modes. It is

found in three distinct forms, these are generally known as the

Italian, the French and the German. These forms are respec-

tively shown at a, b and c,

('0 0>) (')
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The augmented sixth, in each of its forms, like Ne, is chiefly

employed as a pre-cadential chord. In the.foUowing example, at

d, the Italian form of the chord is introduced, but either the

French or the German form might be employed instead with

equally good effect.

The Italian and French forms may rtsolve upon V or (by

chromatic resolution) or; V7 crrectly ; but if the German form is

resolved in this way consecutive perfect fifths will arise.

The best progressions to the chord of the augmented sixth

arc from I, the bass ?' '^ping either up a minor sixth or down a

major third, and from iV\ when all parts may move co.ijunctly.

The German form may also be approached from Ne.

If, in the German form, the interval of the augmented sixth

is enharmonically changed to a minor seventh, it will be seen that

the chord is converted into V7 of that key of which Ne is P.

This enharmonic modulation is exemplified at f. In like mntiner

V7 may be converted into a German sixth, as at /.

(') (/)

ifi?--

—7z/" g?l^t^iigl=iiii
v^ (Jf5)

%
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Reference to enharmonic modulailon has already been made in con-
nection with the chord of the Diminished seventh ; this subject will be
considered in detail in Part III.

Any note of these chords may be effectively employed in

the treble.

These chords are usually employed in their normal position,

as shown at a, b and c ; they are occasionally inverted ; an example

of the third inversion of the German sixth will be seen at d, § 203.

The correct symbols for these chords are, for the Italian,

-Vie X ; for the French, -VI6 x ; and for the German, -VlG x ; but
4 5

the following symbols may, if preferred, be employed instead,

It6, Fr6 and Gn6, lespectively.

Chords of the augmented sixth occur occasionally on other

notes, such as -II, and IV, but these will be considered in a later

chapter, suffice it for the present to add that in resolving these

and all chords which contain chromatic notes, as a general rule,

a chromatically raised note has a tendency to rise, while a chro-

matically lowered note has a tendency to fall.

209. Primary sevenths, as chromatic chords, usually occur

on I and II, in both modes, and, though rarely employed, they

are possible also on III, VI and L. Reference has been made
to these chords in § 117, where it was shown that a primary

seventh is identically the same as V7 in construction, but that it

differs in resolution. Primary sevenths never induce a modulation.

The following are the most frequently employed resolutions

of the primary seventh on I, at a and />, and of the jjrimary

seventh on II, at c and d.

(a) (l>) 0) (d)
^
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The symbols for these chords are respectively I + 7- (or

simply I7-) and II + 7.

II + 7 is frequently employed as a pre-cadential chord, and

for this reason is the most important of all the chromatic primary

sevenths.

Primary sevenths are susceptible of inversion, and the second

inversion, like V7-, may be employed in its incomplete form, the

root being omitted.

The best progressions to primary sevenths, on whatever de-

gree of the scale they may occur, are from major or minor triads

or their first iriversions with the root movement a perfect fourth

or fifth ; roots falling a third or rising a second are also good.

Thus, II + 7 may be approached from VI or V (the strongest pro-

gressions), from IV (with chromatic movement) or from I ; and

possibly from II-, with roots stationary.

210. When a ninth is added to a primary seventh the chord

is converted into a Primary ninth, major or minor, as the case

may be ; and when the root of a primary ninth is omitted, a

chromatic chord of the seventh remains, such a chord being

termed a derivative of a primary ninth, just as L7 and L70 are

derivatives of V9. The chord derived from a primary major

ninth is called a chromatic minor seventh, and that derived from

a primary minor ninth, a chromatic diminished seventh; in each

case the fifth of the note upon which the seventh is formed is a

diminished fifth, while the third is necessarily minor.

These chords will be considered in detail in Part III ; in the present
chapter reference will be made to one chromatic chord of the seventh
only.

The most important of these fundamental chromatic discords

is the diminished seventh, derived from the supertonic minor

ninth. Like the chord of the Augmented sixth, it is very fre-

quently employed as a pre-cadential chord, as at a, where it

resolves upon a cadential six-four. It is often introduced as at

b, where the E flat is written as D sharp ; in this case the chord
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may be regarded either as ' a passing chord,' or as the diminished

seventh, derived from the primary ninth on L, § 203.

00 00

(51-

[77 ^6 7 G J6 6 7

4 3 5 5 4 3

The progression ar a is equally available in the minor mf)de.

The notation of the chord at ^ would be incorrect in the key of

C minor, for it is an inviolable rule that no degree oj the scale may

be enharmonically changed except for the purpose of modulating

to an extraneous key.

The symbol for the chord at a is x IV70. The name usually

given to this chord is 'the diminished seventh on the chromati-

cally (or, accidentally) raised subdominant'; in the present work

it will Lc called 'the diminished seventh on the interdcminant,*

the term ' interdominant ' being employed as a technical name

for the chromatic note which occurs between the subdominant

and the dominant. It has already been stated (§31) that this

note, xIV, like the subtonic, VII, is never enharmonically

changed (without effecting a modulation), and that these notes

are called perfect chromatics in order to distinguish them from

the other chromatic notes of the key, -II, -III, -IV, which may

be enharmonically changed to x I, xll and xV, respectively.

The symbol for the diminished seventh derived from the

primary ninth on I, is III70.

211. In concluding this brief reference to the more impor-

tant chromatic chords—more important only because more

frequently employed— it is interesting to note that the three

diminished sevenths, a, II
1 70 (generator I), b, L70 fgeneratoi
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V, the fifth of I) and c, x IV70 (generator II, the fifth of V) com-

prise all the notes of the harmonic form of the chromatic scale,

d, (§ 29).

, 00 (b) (c)

212. Auxiliary notes play an important part in both real and

tonal sequences ; innumerable variations indeed may be formed

from even the simplest progressions of common chords, while

the dominant sequence in particular lends itself to a practically

inexhaustible variety of treatments. It would be superfluous,

after the copious illustrations of the use of auxiliary notes which

have already been given, to exemplify them further in connection

with ordinary sequences, but reference may here be made to the

Rosalia, the name given to a passage in which a certain figure is

repeated several times, being transposed usually one degree

higher in each repetition.

The term ' Rosalia ' originated from an Italian folk-song entitled
' Rosalia mia cara,' which was constructed upon this principle of repeti

tion. In Germany such a passage is called a ' \'etter Michel,' a term
which also originated from a song of similar construction. Too much
repetition in musical compositions evinces a lack ot inventive power on
the part of the composer, these terms, therefore, (and especially the

latter) are frequently used with a somewhat derisive significance.

The following passage illustrates a Rosalia. In no case, it

may be said, should the model be repeated more than twice, un-

less indeed an effect verging on the ludicrous is especially desired.

It will be seen in the present instance that whereas the first

repetition is an exact transposition of the model into the key of

the dominant, the second repetition is a transcription (rather

than a transposition) of the same into the key of the relative

minor.
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,-t—^—^-v-^ F- -— •—-•—

F

__J__^_

I

—I

-
rrrr--^: ^4-.-4

:t=?:

*« •— I— <&

lisLLZi:

213. When an accidentally changed note occurs in a melody

or an unfigured bass it is necessary in the first place to consider

its character, whether it is diatonic or chromatic, and if the latter,

whether it is an auxiliary note or whether it forms part of a chro-

matic chord. Such a note may often be treated in a variety of

ways, thus, the F sharp in the following melodic fragment

-«-'im-f—*-

may be regarded, a, as a chromatic turning note; /', as II in E
minor ; f, as L in G major ; or d, as the (nominal) root of L70 in

ihe key of G. These various treatments of the F sharp are exem-

plified in the following passage, where the above fragment is

repeated continuously in the treble. The G in the bass at ^ is a

pedal.

(") (/>) W

P-
(* 1

~^~
I I i— -4—J 1 n f^ZZ^T ^=q:

E

-^=^

-^

—
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i<0

t7 • I ^ I '^1 • '

' -0-

214. A Ground bass (or simply, a Ground) is the name

given to a short passage, usually of from four to eight mea-ures

in length, which is repeated several times in the bass, the super-

imposed harmonies at each repetition being varied, either by the

employment of suspensions or auxiliary notes, or, through

changing the function of a bass-note, by the employment of an

entirely different chord. In harmonizing a ground bass it is

customary to conceal as completely as possible the point at which

each repetition of the passage in the bass commences.

The three bar phrase

-<e> r—

7

forms the basis upon which the follov/ins; 'ground' is constructed.

This phrase, it will be seen, is repeated five times (being heard

six times in all), and as it ends on V, a Coda of three measures

is added in order to form a satisfactory conclusion.
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«>*
I

-&

Ô-

1^
I >MM . i> .j__> _i_i -^'-^^v- , ;. :
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SUMMARY.

§ 197. Key relationship in general.

Keys of first relationship (attendant ke\-s), of second rela-

tionship, and foreig-n keys.

§ 198. Gradual modulation to extraneous keys.

An intermediate chord and no chromatic changes.

§ 199. Sudden modulation to extraneous keys.
A chromatic change to be made in approaching the new \'7.

§ 200. Transition.

Passing abruptly into the new key without the use of a
dominant chord.

§ 201. Sequential extraneous modulation.

§ 202. The Arpeggio.

§ 203. The Pedal.

Pedal notes, chords and passages.

§ 204. The real bass in pedal passages.

§ 205. The Chromatic chords in most frequent use.

§ 206. The Augmented triad.

§ 207. The Neapolitan sixth.

§ 208. The Augmented sixth, Italian, French and German
forms.

The enharmonic treatment of the German sixth.

§ 209. Primary sevenths, other than V7.

§ 210. Primary sevenths, other than V9+ and V9-.
The chromatic minor and diminished sevenths, with special

reference to x IV^yo.

§ 2 1 1. The Harmonic form of the chromatic scale as derived
from chords of the primary ninth.

§ 212. The Rosalia,

§ 213. The treatment of chromatic notes in melodies.

§ 214. The Ground Bass.

This simple form of composition should be constructed so
as to form one continuous passage, the point of repeti-

tion being concealed as much as possible ; while the
various harmonizations of the theme should possess an
ever increasing interest. The Ground freqtiently con-
cludes with a Coda.
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EXERCISES.

I.

Write the following modulations, making no chromatic

changes whatever, and employing as few chords as possible in

each case.

I. 2. 3.

a. D to E flat. a. F sharp to G. a. D flat to D.

d. F to G. d. D flat to E flat. d. C flat to C sharp.

c. G to B flat. c. C sharp to E. c. A flat to B.

d. B flat to D. d. G to B. d. E to A flat

e. E flat to A. e. D to A flat. e. B flat to E.

/. A to F. /. F to D flat. / E flat to B.

g. A flat to F. g. A to F sharp. g. E to D flat.

/4. E to D, /i. D flat to C flat. L A flat to F sharp.

/. B flat to A. /. G flat to F. /. B to B flat.

No enharmonic chang-es will be necessary ia making- the abpv«
modulation-s^ except in question 3.

Reverse the order of the keys at a, fi, c, etc., in questions

I, 2 and 3 respectively, and then connect them by sudden

modulation, in each case making one or more chromatic

changes, and enharmonic changes also when necessary.

7. Modulate gradually to the key of C major from *he

following minor keys : (a) B, (i>) F sharp, (t) C sharp, (d) G sharp,

(^)G, (/)B flat, (^-)E flat.

8. Connect the following minor keys by sudden modulation :

(a) E and F, (d) D and E, (c) B and D, (d) D and F sharp, (e)

(F) and (B), (/) E and C, (^) B flat and G, (A) C sharp and B (/)

G sharp and G.

9. Write a phrase of four measures commencing and ending

(with a perfect cadence) in the key of B flat, introducing a sudden

modulation to one of the major keys in second relationship, and

returning therefrom by gradual modulation.

10. Modulate from B minor to B major and back to B
minor, and then to F sharp major and back again to B minor,

one continuous passage, and conclude with a plagal cadence.
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Continue the following passages, maintaining the style as

far as possible and introducing the modulations to and through

the keys as indicated, in each case returning to and concluding

in the original tonic key.

II. B +, D +, and B flat- (about eight measures).

i^:s-^— -s*

.a..

;:g:4_g-^_z:—nnni-rg-

12. A fiat +, D - and F sharp + (about eight measures).

•- d •- -* -•-^J -^--
.^

-rS

13. B +, F -, E + and C - (about twelve measures).

14. C sharp +, F +, G flat +, B - and G- (about sixteen

measures).

f 11 ^: r
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15. D +, B flat +, A- and A + (about twelve measures).

'^^^^-^^^^

\fJ

lif

16. E +, E flat +, G +, F sharp - and G sharp - (about

sixteen measures).

^'^—^©—3_;Z*_5Z]I*El:_, * _,_* _E—:

—
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i8. Exemplify (i) in the key of E, and (2) in the key of F
7 7

minor, the pedal chords , and ,.
4 4

19. Name the following chromatic chords.

('O _(''_)_ _r-) C'O (e) (f) ((I) (h)

—"-22>-

G>—H

—rr^^-

20. Introduce and resolve the above chords, employing in

each case not more than six chords, beginning and ending with

the tonic.

21. Construct a Rosalia from the following model, and add

a few measures as a coda, concluding with a perfect cadence.

\
tz—. ft—-

I

, I

-.•- •
I . I

^~\

^f^S: =E £2_
:t:

-#—f»=

-[-

2 2. Clothe the following blank rhythm with harmony in the

key of G, employing the chords indicated by the symbols

4 I 1 I ;

4
I III70- IV 1 -YIlx

4

(Fit;)

! I I :

I—«—— « « —
Y7 -YI+ XIV70 Y

« e m #

—

V- L70- I7-' -II+i

(N6)

— •—

lY-G
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23. Continue the following sequence (on a dominant pedal),

conclude with a perfect cademe, ind figure the bass throughout.

p- %-l.^lz,m^~r^^—^^-~

* i? i? "

Add treble, alto and tenor parts to the loUowing pedal

passages. The tenor must be a co-rect bass to the u;jper parts.

. 24.

^5^^=^E^EEzb=Ef
---I

5 6 7 8
3 4-8 Z"! fi - O

3 - 4 ;3

9 8 ;:?

5 7 6 rfi

34—
8 - 7 -

5 _

-323

^-?^-S>

—

- F 7>—rZrL [-27 F-Z? —
. 8 i7 27 6 i6 7 - ^ ?9 8 ;:? o i;7 8

3 *
4

:: 4
;. 6 5 4 6 6

26. Add four upper parts— first and second treble, alto and
tenor—to the following pedal passage.

9 EO 8 9 ^t'd

r7 r7 6 i:7 J 7

6 5 £5 t6
***" 5

4 3 2 4 3

1
8 ^7 - 6 — t6
3 — 4 - tA —

•^ ::>>—(s>-_

—

5 j4 r4 - 5 r6
3 r 2 - 3 4
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Add treble, alto and tenor parts to the following basses.

27.

5 t:4 5 [76 5 - 0-56 6 5 (?6 feT 4 J;6
3 52 3 4-3 2-4 g-t;4 ^ ^^

3 2

=t:

6 86 6 4 6 7 - tj7 b^ - 87 4 6 JO
5 2 4 t; 4 3 2

1=^
ii^^T^^^^:

8 t;7 t^74-3 4 3

28.

S —r^ 1- _-
:t ii^

7 -

6 5

6 4 JfS t 7 -

6 JJ5

jye 4 3

wt:—|—

I

'—•—r-

:pz±-|—h-

ic:

=1:

66- 5 7-56 566-5+;7-5JI5
5 3 3-G34 35 33-6 3-

2- 2-

i!ll^
3 S2 3 8 - iTo 6 6 J3f3 t?6 b7 \y?> \yi 8 -

ft7 tf7

87 Jb5b4 4 ^5 13 5

8- bB^t- 4323

34 5 6 5 -flr- -1234-3 23 4
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29.

_t
&?r -<3—4s\

6 5 G ;
5 5

^^2E
i^zr—

M

l5!ii

t?' 7 4 6 C 4 6

b 5 5 2

tl6 fltj ;77 4 6 tl6 6 4 8 — ^9 ^37 8

b5 4 2 4 4 3 5 27 b6 — — 54 5
3 434— — 32 3

80.

i^^E:5~i:?Ei
—(s;

5 i;4
~5"^^ 57

—
~5~ji4"

3 r 2 3 t]

—I <—\-—I 1—I—i F -^—I

f

87 6 t;? 25 7 -Jf9 8 -

lf4
-

6 9-3
^-^*-^—*jr^EE=;=;:JLzgi=rEr^JEi^

5 24 5

-#-

£7

".—
«»—-1-

9-

• J>=ii=f-? a«:;•-r- p u^—^— -s-— gg-

5 2G 5

3 ::4 2

3

24 7 6 6 26
2 25 5

9 8 r:9
-"

2o H 7 -
4 - -

8 - -987
6 - 5

- 4 ^-3-
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31.

^
^4 6 7 6 6
2 5

5 9-8-4-3
<?-v

—

-^i——

s

*

—

p7^^^ 6
"7

—I # i

—

-i^--— j

5 x5 5 x5

-T»-
it,—,

—

(+-•-
1 a ^ F-H

:-»-^:rz-=rT-E:|j-;_: -H •-
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S'i.— Continued.

~
~"4~ir-~C4~6~~8"7 8~

•2 25 5

- 17 ^6 f -

t6 7 -
4 3 2 3 4 t3 t;2 3

||fe-2=:;=r_2«=r "^^ :^^ :t=:
8 7

5-
— 8 27 :;5 —

5-
tto 7 35 6 — 98

- 25 2 -

-•^-ly—<g

7 26
"7~8~^^

4 CS t]2 3

For the purpose of practice, the above figured basses may be
transposed to other keys, e, g, a second (major or minor) above or
below, and in some cases a third (major or minor) above or below.
The Exercises should occasionally be worked in open score. By
omitting- the figures, advanced students may work the Exercises as
unfigured basses.

II.

Harmonize the following unfigured basses and melodies, in-

troducing auxiliary notes and (occasionally) chromatic chords.

•33.

:BSr:£3-
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34.

-tf^^

^izLzr^i^^^-.^^^^^

-^ gy ^— - ^1 gy :

35.

.S,_r_^-i?(2_«,-^3E^i^P=gI^g|EEg£g^
}jt -gi2lt!^-^ r pr; H c__]:

•=fi*- :sz^_c_<s1^

r_s=^:
^' ©-•

36.

^i-5-7T-i— F-i—•-•-^-| F—'—i-iH—I—^ +u T

t^-^ 1
1

1
1

—

^

0-m'— —
1 #— j

^1 1
I 1

—'=^-
t=:fnc:"c=:t=-t=t='

i?«^'f,%-Ei^^ji|^ji_i:^^s^-J^=|
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37.

& ^—

r

l=fc^±^: g^
I I I

(
[

f
-^ ^.-4-

38.

39.

:t:

40.

:q=F^:-t^-r-r 1—

I

k- l-l 1 1 1-| #—--I i 1 1-

-:p:-—P— [ ^-F—t—^—^- F— 'Si'—s*—F—«"—-:b^-^=^-t:=:^=p=tp-^.g--=^=t

41.

g^^o^

—

F
"

, 1 F
~"=# •-!—»-g -a^ig-h ''^=F
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42.

--^.-r

^3^^

43.

?-^^-^~̂— :1=i: s^^=!i
44.

•i--^^—H-»sr-t-* - g-g-j—# L- t-h-^-» - -—^—t—\-- —I- - \-A-

t7

u

-t--^,-9—*-9-* ^. ^i »-0*——t-Q»-|—I

—

V-
f

—•-!—I—^ - #-^ —p-t
r-^-b^-l—I—*-^*

I I
h-H—I— I—U-i—I—^—'- - •— I—*-•-•—i-h

[^^^i :^-

s#^-c—

^

Harmonize the following ground basses. Each bass should

be treated in at least four different ways, (i) with simple chords,

(2) with suspensions, (3) with auxiliary noteS; and (4) with chro-

matic chords. Modulations to attendant keys may also be

introduced. A short coda should be added in each case.

45.

M=±i
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46.

i?-ililPi^=^iH^^
47.

48.

-^
1—

P—i—

I

^—F—(g-

is*—:^_L_jj 1—

t

~3z^-F:^s.-&(2=E-^zi^;

49.

V-P-

51. Modulate

—

(a) from D to D fiat)

ffe-
-•-•

it:
5« P-P«-6>-jjiJ f^S^:

ito Gn6.
f(«)

V7 int

(b) from B flat to B I ^ ^ . ,, \(l>) Gn6 into V7.
/ V r T- fl A (enharmonicallyi

, ^^ .
' ,

U) from E flat to A
,

•' 1(0 II + 7 into Gn6.
/ ,v ^ . „ -r-,

cnangmg L ,. r- /-

{d) from A flat to EJ ° ^ \{d) Out into 1 7-.

52. Clothe the following blank rhythm with harmony,

writing the first and second measures on a dominant pedal, and

the third and fourth on a tonic pedal.

ezi__

53. Compose a passage in the key of A, introducing extra-

neous modulation together with chords and progressions which

have been considered in the present chapter.

54. Set the following lines to music.

Yet many a minstrel, in harping, can tell,

How the Red-cross it conquered, the Crescent it fell

;

And lords and gay ladies have sighed 'mid their glee,

At the tale of Count Albert and fair Rosalie.

Scott.
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SYMBOLS.

The symbols employed in the present work by which notes

and chords are represented without the use of words, may be re-

garded as forming a system of musical stenography.*

Symbols are of two kinds, namely:

—

Melodic, representing a note, and

Harmonic, representing a chord.

Four factors are employed in the formation of these symbols,

namely, (i) certain Roman numerals, (2) the Arabic numbers,

I, 2, 3, etc., up to 9, (3) certain signs, and (4) the marks ' and ,.

(i) The Roman numerals, sometimes preceded by one of the

signs (3) are employed to indicate notes, whether dia-

tonic or chromatic.

(2) The Arabic numbers are employed to represent intervals,

and, when they appear in small type (like the sign for

square and cube, etc., in mathematics) to represent the

inversions of chords.

(3) The signs, four in number are, +,-,>< and o; these are

employed to indicate respectively the terms, ' major,'

' minor,' ' augmented ' and ' diminished.'

(4) The mark ' is employed to represent a suspension ; thus '

for a falling, and thus j for a rising suspension.

The symbols for intervals are formed by placing the sign re-

presenting the particular name after the Arabic number repres-

enting the general name of the interval.

* The term 'symbol' which is here used, it is beHeved, for the first

time in connection with the subject of harmony, was suggfested by the
use of the same word in chemistry, astronomy, etc, where it is employed
(as in the present work) to indicate a certain sig'nificant mark— letter,

figure or sig-n— which stenog-raphically represents the name of sovie-

thing under consideration. The derivatives, symbolic (having reference
to symbols) and symbolize (to mark with symbols) are occasionally also

employed in this work.
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Thus, for example :
—

t+ indicates a major second
;

3 - " a mil or third
;

4 X " an augmented fourth

;

50 " a diminished fifth.

The sign + indicates the term ' perfect,' when it is employed

after the numbers 4, 5 and 8.

The student should call each symbol by its proper name ; for ex-

ample, a major second should not be read as ' two plus,' nor a minor
third as ' three minus,' etc.

The melodic symbols for the various degrees of the major

and minor scales, the latter in its harmonic form, are shown in the

following example.

II III

5-:H:--«'—

IV YI

^ ^ _^_ ^z?--tr-^

It will be seen that the same symbol is employed for the me-

diant in both keys ; when it is desirable to distinguish between the

major and minor mediants, the signs + and - respectively are

placed before the symbol, thus, +III and -III. The same may

be said of the two submediant?. In the melodic form of the

minor scale, the submediant in ascendinL is, therefore, + VI, while

in descending it is -VI. The technical name (employed in the

present work) for the seventh degree in the descending form of

the minor scale is ' subtonic '

; the symbol emplojed for this note

is VII.
The symbol L is employed for the leading--note instead of VII (as

migfht have been expected) because in the first place, it is easier to write

and, what is frequently an important consideration, it occupies less space
than VII ; and, in the second place, because a distinctive symbol more
readily directs the attention of the student to the characteristics of the

note (See page 14). .A point of small importance but one not unworthy of

a passing notice is to be seen in the number 50 which is the numerical
significance of the Roman numeral L, while 5o (as was shown above) is

the symbol for the interval of the diminished fifth, an interval invariably

associated with the leading-note in both the major and minor modes.
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The technical name (or symbol) for each degree of the scale

should invariably be employed in preference to the alphabetical

name
;
for the alphabetical name varies with each new scale but

the technical name always remains the same. Furthermore, it

may here be said, that each degree of the scale possesses a certain

individualily peculiar to itself, which may be termed its asihetic

character; e. g., I—Constancy, II— Desire, III—Ease, IV

—

Faith, V—Gladness, VI—Adversity and L—Brightness.

These terms, which are suggestive only of the aesthetic character

of each note, have been chosen so as to be easily remembered by

the student ; the initial letters, it will be seen, form the scale of C
The following table comprises the melodic symbols for the

notes of the modern enharmonic scale of C (See page 34) ; to-

gether with the technical names employed (in the pre-ent work)

for the notes of this scale.* The alphabetical name and tonal

character of each note are also included. The table should be

read upwards.

ALPHABETICAL
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The perfect chromatics—the inter-dominant and the sub-

tonic—are so called because they are employed in chord construc-

tion in one form only; the imperfect chromatics, by enharmonic

change, are employed in both forms.

The notes G flat and A sharp are sometimes employed as chro-
matic auxiliary notes, but they have, it may here be said, no har-
monic relationship with the key of C. For the sake of completeness,
should it at any time be necessary to refer to such notes, the technical
names. Hypo-dominant (oV) and Hyper-submediant ( x VI) may be re-

spectively employed.

Equal temperament, that is to say, the division of the octave into

twelve equal semitones, is the fundamental principle of all that apper-
tains to modern music. The above scale, it will be seen, contains two
distinct kinds of semitones— the diatonic and the chromatic—but these
must be reg'arded as bein^• absolutely equal in point of size. Scientifi-

cally, the ratio of the former is as 15 : 16, and that of the latter as
24 : 25; in other words, theoretically D flat (for example) is of slightly

higher pitch than C sharp : in equal temperament however, these two
notes—D flat and C sharp— are tempered, that is to say, tuned into one
and the same note. This theory of equality can alone justify the chro-
matic progressions and the enharmonic modulations of modern com-
posers.

Harmonic symbols are formed from melodic symbols by the

addition oi numbers, signs and marks, according to the character

of the chord; the melodic symbol indicates the root of the

chord.

The triads as they occur in the keys of C major and minor

are shown in the following example.

C Major.

:zi:c

The signs, + and -
, etc,, as a matter of fact, are frequently omitted,

being understood ; the student, however, should employ them at first,

and indeed until he is perfectly familiar with the character of the various
triads. In reading the sj'mbols, the student should be careful to employ
the correct technical term ; for example, I + should be read as ' the
tonic major triad (or chord),' and not as ' one plus.'
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The following example illustrates some of the chromatic triads

(in the key of C) with their symbols.

-11+ xIVo

The symbols for the first and second inversions of triads are

formed by placing the small figures i and 2 respectively, after the

sign indicating the character of the chord; thus, 1+', the first

inversion of the tonic major chord, and I - , the second inversion

of the tonic minor chord. The following example illustrates the

first inversion of the triad of C, as it occurs in seven different

major keys.

_^_U_^_U <5i—

U

^—U ^—U ^—

I

IV+1 V+1 Li II-i III-' VI-i

The sign 'o,' it will be seen, is omitted after the symbol L
;

this is invariably the case when L^ has a dominant character and

resolves on I or P ; when it resolves upon III-, the sign 'o'

should be added, thus, Lo\

The following example illustrates the symbols employed for

the chords of the seventh in most frequent use, in both C major

and C minor. The sign + is usually omitted after V, as this chord

is invariably major.

The symbols for the inversion of chords of the dominant

seventh are formed thus V7\ Vy^, and V7''.
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The symbols for the chords of the dominant ninth are V9 +

(or simply V9) and V9-. L; - and Lyoate treated as distinct

chords, they are not regarded as being ¥9-!-' and V9-1 respect-

ively ; in the latter chords the dominant is always present while

in the former it is never present.

The foliowmg example illustrates the formation of symbols

in connection with suspensions.

00
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By the same Author,

Form in Music— A^r;. i6 The " Vincent" Series oj Text-books $1.00

With special reference to the Bach Fugfue and the

Beethoven Sonata.

A Song of Thanksgiving ( F(9m/ ^r^/-^) - - . . 50c.

Cantata for Soli Voices, Chorus and Orchestra.

Bonnie Belle {Madrigalfor Six Voices) - - . - 20c.

This Composition g-ained the Prize and Medal offered

by the London Madrig:al Society in 1890.

All on a Summer's Morning {Madrigalfor Six Voices) - 15c.

lirt\^viny {Part-songfor Male Voices) . . . . JQc.

Heie's a Health unto His Majesty {Old Melody arr.for

Mixed Voices) ---.... 5c.

Concert Overture {For the Organ) ----- 50r.

Minuetto Scherzoso (/(?r M^ (9ro-r7«) . - - . 40c.

Confetti {For the Piano) A Wedding Dance - - - 50c.

Impromptu {For the Piano) A Study for the Left Hand - 40c.

Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis in C - - - - lOc

Three Christmas Carols ------ JQc.

O Thou from whom all goodness flows {Song) - - - 50c.

The Nordheimer Piano and Music Co., Limited.



THE PIANOLA
The Enjoyment it brings many times

repays the expense.

THERE is no longer any reason why anyone who can

afford a piano should be deprived of the great pleasure

to be obtained from owning a Pianola We have inaugu-

rated a new and easv plan of purchase, as well as rental,

of slightly used instruments, which brings the Pianola

within the reach of practically all music-hungry people.

The outlay required to obtain ownership of a Pianola

has deterred many people from even investigating its

merits.

If those who have hitherto considered the price an

insuperable bar could talk with the many thousands of

Pianola owners, they would find tiiat the great majority

would not part with their instruments for matiy limes the

cost, provided it was impossible lo secure another.

The price sinks into insignificance when compared

with the endless enjoyment a Pianola brings to every

member of the family^ The pleasure of listening to music

is one thing— of actually producing it oneself, another.

Both are combined in the Pianola.

Price $275 May be purchased on easy monthly payments
if desired.

The MASON & RISCH PIANO CO. Limited

Exclusive Representatives,

52 KiNQ Street West.



A SYMPOSIUIVI IN WHICH

FOUR GREAT MUSICAL ARTISTS
ARE OF ONE OPINION.

R. Watkin=/V\ills

Eng-land's Most Eminent

Artist :

"The tone is sonorous, the

sing'ing- and sustaining' quality

just what we vocalists appie-

ciate, and I feel that anyone

who wants a first-class instru-

ment "cannot do better than

to secure a Heintzman and

Company Piano. ''

Pol. Plancon

The Great French Basso :

" It afforded me the greatest

pleasure to Icnow that so fine

an instrument as the Concert

Grand Piano of Heintzman

and Company used at my Con-

certs in the Armories is manu-

factured in Canada."

Richard Burmeister

Pupil of Liszt and Famed
Pianist :

"Your new scale Concert

Grand Piano possesses unique

musical characteristics that

must give it a distinctive place

among the great pianos of

the world. I shall insist on

having a Heintzman and

Company Piano whenever I

visit Canada."

riadame Albani

Celebrated Soprano :

" The tone of the Heintzman

and Company Piano is delight-

ful, the elasticity of action

marvellous—every note ring-

ing out in clear, pearly, and

limpid quality. It excels any

Piano I have ever used."

And yet these but reflect the views of a host of other artists and

people of musical culture at home and abroad who know the

HEINTZn/qN &' C2 FI/INO
( Made by Ye Olde Firm of Heintzman & Co.

)

LIMITKD.

Piano Salon: 115-117 King St. West, Toronto.
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Bell

Pianos
each

containing'

tlie illimitable

quick

repeating-

action, have

just been

purchased by

the

Independent

Order of

Foresters.

Pianos tl7at

Staled

wHERE are a number of Pianos that

look well and sound fairly well

—

AT THE START. You can buy

cheap Pianos that do that ; but a

Piano should be built to last a lifetime. If it

only " stays good " for a few months it is dear

a. any price.

Pianos
are of the kind that STAND. They are safe

instruments to buy. They stand the wear

and tear of everyday usage, and with ordinary

care three generations of children may prac-

tise on one. Besides their known goodness,

you have our ten years' guarantee.

Bell Pianos are made, guaranteed, and

"built to last a lifetime" by the largest

makers of Pianos in Canada.

Send for Catalogue.

Head Office and Factories: Guelph Ont.

TORONTO WAREROOIVIS : 146 YONGE STREET.

Chief European Office : 49 Holborn Viaduct,

London, E.G.





Toronto,

Feb. 22nd, igo^.

Messrs. R. S. Williams & Sons.

Gentlemen,

Allow me to congratulate you upon the New
Scale Williams Piano. I can honestly say that the

instrument is one of the best Upright Pianos that I

have ever tried. The bass is exceptionally rich and

full, while the treble possesses a bright and liquid

character; at the same time the tone is well and

evenly graded throughout, bespeaking workmanship

of the highest class. The Piano, in fact, is very lar

in advance of anything I have ever seen from your

factory hitherto, and as soon as the sterling qualities

of the instrument become generally known I feel

sure it will meet with instant success.

Believe me,

Very truly yours,

J. HuMFREV Anger,

Mus. Doc

WILLIAMS

PIANO CO.

OSHAWA
yr^ 1 - 1^" 1 *v Established

Ont.
'^"^

' '\"Z
1849.



Gerhard lieintzman

Pianos

Tone

and

Durability

IS THE PEDESTAL UPON WHICH THE GREAT

REPUTATION OF THE

Gerhard Heintzman
Pianos

HAS BEEN REARED.

Our Own New Sales Parlors are at

97 TONQE STREET, TORONTO.

GERHARD HEINTZMAN, Limited.

Hamilton Showrooms — 127 King St. E.



ASHDOWN'S
MUSIC STORE

TORONTO.

publisbers an& importers of Sbeet nCiusic

auO /iDusic Bocks.

OUR STOCK IS LARGE, VARIED AND
WELL SELECTED.

We carry a complete line of Ashdown, Peters', LitolfF

and Wood Editions, and Schirmer Library, together

with THEORETICAL BOOKS and the SYLLABUS

MUSIC of the TORONTO CONSERVATORY and

other LEADING INSTITUTIONS.

SPECIA I,^ ATTENTION PAID TO MAIL
ORDERS.

CATALOGUES AND TERMS MAY HAD OX REQUEST.

Music sent "On Approval" to reliable persons.

ASHDOWN'S
MUSIC STORE

TORONTO.
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The Book Shop."

Wedding and

Family

Stationery
We study to please our patrons by furnishing

them with the newest and most up-to-date

ideas in Weddincr and Family Stationery.

Crests,

Monograms, etc.

Designed and engrayed in best and most

correct styles. Purchasers can always depend

upon procuring the highest quality and most

modern design in all our work at reasonable

prices.

At Home Cards, Ball Programmes, Luncheon Invi-

tations, etc. a specialty.

100 Visiting Cards, elegantly engraved, for $1.00.

Wn. TYRRELL & CO.,
7 tSB 9 KiNQ Street East,

TOROMTO.



THE PHENOMENAL SUCCESS

imm
Is not accidental, but the natural result of

the realization of a higher ideal in Piano

quality than ever before recorded in the

history of Canadian Piano building.

Musicians and all music lovers who are

ready to acknowledge superiority have

recognized its superlative qualities, and

voluntarily paid it unstinted praise.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET.

We Ship on Approval anywhere in Canada.

GOURLAY, WINTER & LEEMING
i88 Yonge Street,

TORONTO.

Hamilton—66 King Street West.



Oxford Press

The Old Established

Printing House.

Societg, (JTiiurri) aiiti (Itommrrrial Jirinting

MUSIC PRINTING A SPECIALTY.

Some Testimonials as to the Quality of our Work.

From their Excellencies the Earl and Co2ititess of Aberdeen.

Government House,

Ottawa.

. . . The Printing' and appearance of the Report seems to

me to be very well done.
(Signed) ISHBEL ABERDEEN.

Their Excellencies both think that the Printin^^ and general
style of the book are very satisfactory.

(Signed) W.T.S.H.

The work is very satisfactory, in fact, could not be better.

(Signed) J.D.M.

42 flbELflibE Street West.

Toronto. Can.

PARKER & SONS,
Proprietors.














